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A Financial Profile of the Terrorism of Al-Qaeda and its Affiliates
by Juan Miguel del Cid Gómez
Abstract
This working document offers an analysis of the sources of financing of the Al-Qaeda network
including some of its affiliated groups. The development of Al-Qaeda’s financing has been
similar to the evolution of its operational structure. The organization is currently under
significant financial pressure. However, the number and magnitude of terrorist attacks
attributed to Al-Qaeda in a number of countries implies that the network continues to have
access to substantial financial resources to support its activities. The international community
has so far not succeeded in cutting off many of Al-Qaeda’s sources of financing; the organisation
continues to access funding from wealthy benefactors, legitimate business and criminal
activities.
Introduction
Since its foundation in 1988, Al-Qaeda has used various methods to obtain funding. Currently,
its cells, branches and affiliated groups are obliged to act autonomously; many of them have, to a
great extent, to finance themselves, including by means of ordinary crime. These groups have
also had to resort to hawala (a trust-based informal banking system) and cash couriers to move
money or operate on the margins of the formal financial system. There are also other methods
that are used by terrorist groups to transfer funds with little risk of detection. International trade
is particularly vulnerable, due to its size and the complexity of methods of payment. The
emergence of new methods of payment through new developments in information technology
present additional risks for the authorities as these enable terrorists to move money with total
anonymity.
The measures established by the United Nations Security Council, based on asset freezing, have
failed to disrupt Al-Qaeda’s activities to a significant extent. On the other hand, the enforcement
of due diligence with bank clients has been helpful in detecting some terrorist operations,
although in general reports of suspicious financial transactions made by financial institutions are
currently of limited value in actually seizing assets of terrorist organisations.
Al-Qaeda’s Operational Costs
According to a CIA report, Al-Qaeda’s financial requirements before the 11 September 2001
attacks amounted to 30 million US dollars annually.[1] This money was earmarked for carrying
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out attacks, for the maintenance of its quasi-military apparatus, for training and indoctrination of
its members, for contributions to the Taliban regime but also for the occasional support of
associated terrorist organisations. It is currently very difficult to make a reliable estimate of the
operating cost of Al-Qaeda, as it now acts through a large number of cells and satellite terror
groups which are more or less autonomous.
The means these terrorist groups use to perpetrate attacks (vehicles, maps, components of
explosives, surveillance material, etc.) are of relatively low cost compared to the damage they
can cause. Certain estimates, whose accuracy may be open to question, provide an idea of
the ratio of the approximate direct costs of certain attacks carried out by Al-Qaeda or its
affiliates and the damage caused in terms of economic destruction and loss of human lives.
Table 1: Cost of Carrying out Various Terrorist Attacks
Attack

Date

Estimated Cost [2]

London Underground/
Bus

7 July 2005

8,000 GBP [3]

Madrid Railway
Atocha)

11 March 2004

100,000 EURO [4]

Istanbul

15 & 20 November
2003

40,000 US $

Marriot Hotel Jakarta

5 August 2003

30,000 US $

Bali Bombings

12 October 2002

50,000 US $

New York Twin
Towers

11 September 2001

400,000-500,000 US $ [5]

USS Cole, Aden

12 October 2000

10,000 US $

US Embassies in
Kenya and Tanzania

7 August 1998

50,000 US $

However, terrorist organisations have to defray both the costs of carrying out an attack and the
more substantial structural costs of maintaining the organisation and disseminating its ideology.
In addition to purchasing weapons, vehicles, explosive material and detonators to be used in
attacks, terrorist groups need to anticipate other needs, such as:
1. Subsistence living costs for its members and sometimes also their families. These expenses
are considerable, despite the terrorists’ generally frugal life styles. Costs vary according to the
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proximity of terrorists to their targets. The costs of activities in Western Europe will be
considerably higher than those in African or Asian countries.
2. A terrorist cell also needs for its members reliable channels of communication, including
highly secret channels to its leadership, from which it receives its instructions. Although
communications costs have been reduced considerably through the use of mobile telephones,
pre-paid cards and e-mail (often sent from Internet cafés), the procurement and use of
communication tools can entail significant expenses.
3. Training new recruits constitutes a large investment for terrorist groups, both in terms of
ideological indoctrination as well as the procurement of practical items to prepare for attacks.
Although part of the general preparation can be carried out in terrorist training camps, some
specific operations may require specialist skills (such as piloting planes)which can only be
achieved with expensive training.
4.Travel costs for group members in preparation of an attack and acquiring false documentation
papers, which may also involve travel. Further travel is required to meet other members of the
network, to meet senior members of the hierarchy or to meet individuals able to provide material
or financial support.
5. Propaganda for the cause via various channels of communications. Al-Qaeda’s capability of
using camrecorders to broadcast its video footage is well-known. This terrorist organisation also
makes extensive use of the Internet for recruitment, to spread its jihadi message and to raise
funds. Al-Qaeda has managed to develop powerful propaganda materials that advocates
violence, suicide attacks and the murder of infidels – which includes many Muslims deviating
from Salafist ideals as understood by the group and its affliliates.
6. Charitable activities as a means of social legitimisation in order to win and maintain a
constituency are another significant cost for some organisations that pursue their goals by means
of terrorism (however, this does not apply to Al-Qaeda as much as to some other terrorist
groups).
The points listed above lead us to conclude that although individual terrorist attacks can be
performed at relatively low costs, organizations that are responsible for them need to be able to
finance a considerable infrastructure to sustain themselves and to promote their objectives.
Sources of Al-Qaeda’s Financing
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In the past eighteen months, groups associated with Al-Qaeda have made many appeals for
funds. A leader of Al-Qaeda, Mustafa Abu al Yazid, also known as Jeque Saeed, complained in
a declaration published in extremist forums on 10 June 2009 that “many of the mujahidin have
been inactive and failing to participate in jihad through lack of money”.[6]
Various extremist Internet sites have discussed the risks militants face while fundraising and
laundering the money obtained by various methods. A report published in April 2009 warned
members of Al-Qaeda’s network that intelligence services could identify jihadists through banks,
money transfer services, credit cards and online websites.[7]
Such statements indicate that Al-Qaeda is under significant pressure resulting from international
measures aimed at freezing its assets and cutting off its traditional sources of income. According
to the US Treasury Department, Al-Qaeda is in its worst financial position for many years.[8] In
addition, the organisation cannot transfer money with the same ease as in the past. Parts of the
purportedly charitable organisations that formed the backbone of its financing have been
liquidated by national authorities and added to the UN list of organisations that support
terrorism. However, the number and magnitude of terrorist attacks attributed to Al-Qaeda
throughout the world indicate that the network continues to have access to considerable funding
to support its activities.
In order to understand how the organisation currently finances itself, it is necessary to study the
development of its operational structure. Since the 11 September 2001 attacks, Al-Qaeda has
morphed into a decentralised organisation. Currently, three distinct but interlinked entities coexist within Al-Qaeda. The first and original entity, established by its previous leaders and led
by Osama Bin Laden, retains its importance and influence. It is most likely located in the rugged
area on the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan.

The second group, consisting of veteran combatants who had received training in Afghanistan,
extends to dozens of countries. It serves as an example and provides training and instructions to
new recruits wish to become part of the jihadist enterprise.
The third group consists of newly radicalised militants who form local cells. They neither depend
on a centralised authority, nor are they directly linked to it. Although these cells share
fundamental objectives with Al-Qaeda’s leadership, they are quite independent of it. They are
anonymous and to a great extent invisible until they decide to carry out an attack. These cells
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exist in various parts of the world and include individuals from widely different social status,
education, age and racial background.[9]
Among the sources of Al-Qaeda’s income we find since its inception funds diverted from
charitable organisations, profits gained from businesses run by its members and sympathisers
and money collected by fundraisers seeking donations. It is currently highly unlikely that the
local groups receive significant financial support from the core leadership. Although they may
receive funding from other traditional sources, the Al-Qaeda cells, branches and affiliates are
currently obliged to act independently, and to a great extent finance themselves to varying
degrees also from criminal activities such as kidnappings, and, in some cases maybe also drugs
trafficking.
Fundraisers
Since its inception, Al-Qaeda has used a core of fundraisers tasked to solicit money from a range
of donors.[10] The main group of donors is based in the Gulf area, principally Saudi Arabia, but
donors also exist in other parts of the world. Some of these donors have been fully aware of the
final destination of their money; others were not. Many donors make their contributions to
money collectors. Other funds come from corrupt employees of charitable organisations, in
particular during the holy month of Ramadan. Fundraisers often have also access to imams in
the Mosques and obtain part of zakat (obligatory almsgiving) donations to support the cause of
radical Islam. Fundraisers have sometimes used legitimate charitable organisations; in other
cases they have used front organisations and legitimate businesses to provide cover for their
activities. This mix of fund raising methods has enabled Al-Qaeda to construct a considerable
financial network throughout the Muslim world and in foreign diasporas allowing it to obtain the
money needed to operate.
Many of the original fundraisers, such as Khalid Sheikh Mohamed, a senior leader of Al-Qaeda,
have been arrested. New fundraisers have been added to the UN Security Council’s Sanctions
Committee list.[11] Although the names of some of these fundraisers are known, and the funds
and the businesses they use are subject to assets freezing orders in many countries, a good
number of them have been able to continue their activities without major problems. In some
cases, Al-Qaeda has been able to replace known fundraisers with as yet unknown individuals and
organisations.
Charitable Organisations
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Charities have certain characteristics that make some of them particularly vulnerable to
exploitation for the financing of terrorism. They generally enjoy the confidence of the public
and have access to significant resources, in many cases in the form of cash. In addition, many of
these organisations have a transnational presence which provides them with the necessary
infrastructure to enable national and international transactions. In certain countries they are
subject to only limited or no regulation at all (in terms of registration, accountability,
transparency and audits of their accounts). They are also often easy to establish where there is no
need for initial capital and where no background checks on employees are made).[12]
Since its inception, Al-Qaeda has made attempts to use charitable organisations to finance some
of its activities. Charities enable a number of terrorist organizations to collect, transfer and
distribute the necessary funds for the purposes of indoctrination, recruitment and training. They
also enabled them often to meet logistical and operational requirements.
Charity is one of the fundamental principles of the Islamic religion, and all those who have a
certain amount of money are obliged to pay zakat (2.5% annually of savings and assets). Apart
from the obligatory zakat, the Koran and Islamic tradition also advocate sadaqah (voluntary
contributions) to the most needy. Most Muslims pay these contributions to Islamic charities and
to their mosque, which use them to finance a great variety of religious, humanitarian and social
activities.
Al-Qaeda’s strategy has been to infiltrate employees in charities to divert money from the
charities’ legitimate humanitarian or social programmes towards its own illicit activities. In
some cases, Al-Qaeda has created its own networks of charitable institutions as a cover to obtain
funds directly. Some of these networks originated during the jihad against the Soviet occupation
of Afghanistan in the 1980’s. Al-Qaeda has also used charitable organizations to disseminate and
teach the most radical forms of Islamic fundamentalism. In a number of countries, these
organisations function outside the scrutiny and supervision of state authorities. It has proven
difficult to shut them down completely, even in cases where they have been investigated and
accused of financing terrorism.
An example of this lack of control can be found in one of the largest co-ordinating institutions of
Islamic charities, the International Islamic Relief Organisation (IIRO), based in Jeddah (Saudi
Arabia). Although most of its activities are dedicated to religious, educational, social and
humanitarian programmes, IIRO and some of its subsidiary organisations have reportedly been
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used, knowingly or otherwise, to finance Al-Qaeda. The International Islamic Relief
Organisation has subsidiaries throughout the world, although most of its financial contributions
come in the form of private donations from Saudi Arabia. It has established an Endowment Fund
(Sanabil al Khair) to generate a stable flow of revenues to finance its activities. It also works in
close co-operation with the Global Islamic League. Many prominent individuals and financiers
from the Middle East are associated with this Islamic charity. Various reports have linked it also
to the financing of terrorist operations.[13]
Another case that has raised suspicion is the Al Haramain Islamic Foundation headquartered in
Saudi Arabia. It presented itself as a private non-governmental organisation with charitable and
educational objectives. Considered a single entity, Al Haramain was one of the principal NGO’s
operating worldwide and allegedly supporting Al-Qaeda. The financing generally came from
individual donors but special campaigns were also directed at certain commercial enterprises
throughout the world.
The founder and former head of the Al Haramain Islamic Foundation, Aqeel Abdul Aziz Al
Aqeel, and Al Haramain’s subsidiaries in other countries, were accused of providing financial
and material support to Al-Qaeda and other terrorist organisations such as Jemaah Islamiya, Al
Itihaad al Islamia, the Egyptian Islamic Jihad and Lashkar e Tayyiba. These terrorist
organisations had received funding from Al Haramain; they also used it as a cover for collecting
funds.[14] In 2008, the US Treasury accused the entire Al Haramain organisation, including its
Saudi Arabian headquarters, of financing the Al-Qaeda network. Between 2002-2004, three of
its subsidiaries in various countries were designated financers of terrorism. However, its leaders
succeeded in re-establishing part of the organisation and continue to operate under another name.
[15] According to a 2009 report from the Pakistani police, Al Haramain had contributed
approximately 15 million dollars to jihadist groups in Pakistan. Most of the funding went to the
Tehrik e Taliban (TTP), which was responsible for several suicide attacks and also accused of the
assassination of Benazir Bhutto.[16]

Although the Saudi Arabian government took some counter-terrorism measures immediately
after 9/11, only Al-Qaeda attacks against Saudi Arabia in 2003 and 2004 marked a clear change
of mind for Saudi authorities. They began to combat terrorist financing and considered Al-Qaeda
as a threat to the regime itself. Despite these developments, the United States has recently
demonstrated its concern about the ability of certain charities to support terrorism outside Saudi
Arabia and about their use of money transfers to move funds to various remote locations.[17]
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Another charitable organisation, based in Kuwait, called the Revival of Islamic Heritage Society
(RIHS) has also been accused of providing material and financial support to Al-Qaeda and its
affiliates. For their support of Al-Qaeda, RIHS delegations in Afghanistan and Pakistan were in
2002 designated as terrorists by the US government and the Sanctions Committee of the UN
Security Council. Yet there was at first no evidence indicating that RIHS’s headquarter itself was
aware that subsidiaries were financing Al-Qaeda. Since then, however, the authorities have
established proof of the express consent of its leaders to the illegitimate use of the organisation’s
funds. RHIS subsidiaries in Albania, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bosnia, Cambodia and Russia have
been closed down by their respective governments on suspicion of supporting the financing. of
terrorism. In countries where RIHS activities were banned or placed under State supervision, the
central organisation developed various ways of continuing its activities. Among these was the
channelling of funds through another organisation or changing the name of the subsidiary to
avoid control by the authorities. Amongst other charges, the RIHS headquarter has been accused
of lending financial and logistical support to Lashkar e Tayyiba (LeT), a Pakistani terrorist
organisation linked to the Al-Qaeda network and involved in the 2006 train attacks in Mumbai
and the attacks on the Indian parliament in 2001. It was a key source of financing that enabled
the Bangladesh terrorist organisation known as Jamaat Mujahidin Bangladesh (JMB) to carry out
a series of co-ordinated attacks in 2005 that left 2 people dead and 64 injured. Followers of AlQaeda in Somalia said that they had received significant amounts of money from RIHS.[18]
The current situation of many of these charities is opaque. Despite the freezing of assets, in
many cases financial activities have continued in the same locations, using bank accounts and
resources in the name of third parties.
Offshore Entities and Companies
Al-Qaeda has used commercial companies to finance itself as well as to transfer funds. One
example is Barakaat, a network of companies which, in 2001, had a foothold in 40 countries
operating its telecommunications, construction, money remittance and cash exchange services
from the United States and Somalia.
For Bin Laden, Barakaat was a suitable instrument for making cash transfers; he had invested in
its telecommunications network. Barakaat acted as a source of financing and arranged cash
transfers for him. Its owners channelled millions of dollars every year from the USA to Al-Qaeda
or its associates. Barakaat also managed, invested and distributed funds for Al-Qaeda. Most of
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Bin Laden’s transactions were carried out between Mogadishu and Dubai, Mombassa (Kenya)
and Nairobi. In general, these funds were interlinked with transfers made in the name of nongovernmental organisations such as Al Haramain and the International Islamic Relief
Organisation.[19]
Another case is the one of the Somalian group Al Itihaad Al Islamiya which, according to UN
officials, led terrorist training centres and collected money from followers in Europe and the
Middle East. Al Itihaad Al Islamiya financed its activities with distinct commercial operations.
Among these activities was the export of coal to the Middle East, the provision of transport,
security and protection services, telecommunications, commercial centres, running hawalas and
other financial services, agricultural and hotel companies and was even involved in the
distribution of fishing rights. Some of these services held genuine monopolies in certain areas;
they were also employed by international relief organisations.[20]
The use of fictitious companies and offshore fiduciary companies to shield the identity of
individuals or entities taking part in terrorist financing poses difficult problem for those trying to
regulate business transactions. These are companies, funds, entities or businesses that are
registered in an extra-territorial financial centre. One example are International Business
Corporations (IBC) which are used to create complex financial structures. They can be
established using bearer shares and do not have to publish accounts. Residents of financial
centre can act as fictitious directors or shareholders in order to disguise the genuine directors or
owners. These entities are attractive to investors who seek anonymity or wish to carry out their
activities beyond the official scrutiny of their national government.
In Spain, according to investigations made by the Fiscalía of the High Court (Audiencia
Nacional), the former Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC), -now integrated into AlQaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) - obtained funds that its front men and couriers
transported to Algeria and Syria. In order to do this, they used inactive companies or companies
in the process of liquidation in tax havens such as the Bahamas and Delaware. The Audiencia
Nacional followed the trail of an Algerian citizen in Spain with bank accounts in Palma de
Mallorca in the name of an American company formed in Delaware. He transmitted funds
totalling US $ 200,000 with the supposed purpose of paying invoices for the services of an IT
company with bases in the Netherlands and Germany. The company concerned denied having
issued these invoices these turned out to be false. This led investigators to believe that this
money had left Spain for other purposes.[21]
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Drugs Trafficking and other Common Crime
The Afghan Taliban is an insurgent-cum-terrorist organization that makes extensive use of taxing
proceeds from drugs to finance itself. In Afghanistan, the links between both pro- and antigovernment elements and drugs trafficking is well-established.[22] Unlike the Al-Qaeda
network, the Afghan Taliban is an insurgent group whose activities and range is (so far) limited
to Afghanistan and Pakistan. Although the Taliban receives (or received) support from Al-Qaeda
and private donors from the Gulf States, a large part of its revenue in Afghanistan and Pakistan is
derived from collections in Mosques, contributions from sympathisers and taxes on opium.
The Taliban practises extortion at several points in the heroin business in Afghanistan: taxing
poppy farmers, laboratories where the drugs are processed and traffickers who transport
precursors into the country and heroin out of it. Currently, many of those involved in the
destabilisation of Afghanistan are directly or indirectly involved in illicit drug production,
processing or procurement. In addition, the Taliban also raises “taxes” on legitimate business
seeking to operate in Afghanistan.[23] It is more than likely that part of the money that these
activities generate leaves the country and enters the international financial system.
Al-Qaeda and its associated groups have greatly diversified their methods of raising money to
finance jihad. They finance themselves to varying extents through common crime, according to
the conditions and opportunities in the locations in which they operate. It is therefore often
difficult to distinguish between terrorist groups, insurgents and organised crime groups since
these categories often overlap. Their methods and sources of financing are often similar if not the
same.
Amongst other sources of income, Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), which is active in
the desert region between Mauritania, Mali and Algeria, obtains money from kidnapping
ransoms, contraband and apparently also from drugs trafficking. The discovery of the remains of
a Boeing 727 in the Mali desert raised serious suspicions amongst intelligence services in Europe
and the United States that Latin American drugs traffickers have been using some areas partly
controlled by AQIM to transport drugs from Colombia’s FARC to European markets. From West
African coastal countries such as Guinea-Bissau, the illicit drugs are reportedly taken across
Mauritania, Mali and Niger to Egypt and Libya, from where they are transported further in
containers.[24]
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According to Spanish police informants, drugs trafficking groups operating in the North African
enclaves Ceuta and Melilla send a portion of the profits from hashish trafficking to finance
Islamic terrorist groups, with whose cause they sympathise. A report from the National
Intelligence Centre (NIC) dated 27 October 2003 concluded that members of Al-Qaeda sleeper
cells are financed by drugs trafficking and credit card theft.[25]
The 11 March 2004 bombings in Madrid represent an example of how attacks were funded by
drug money and crime. Various members of the unit that carried out these bombings were
involved in drugs trafficking, falsification of documents and other crimes by which they
managed to raise substantial amounts of revenue. This criminal structure was used to acquire
explosives for those who commit terrorist acts, with the ultimate aim is to establish a Shariabased Islamic State.[26]
Some radical groups which have financed themselves in Spain for years through hashish
trafficking have taken a step further in their strategy to seek new resources. According to
Spanish counter-terrorist sources, AQIM uses revenue from trafficking cocaine and synthetic
drugs between Spain and Algeria to finance a campaign of terror in northern Africa. Having
obtained cocaine from Latin America and synthetic drugs pills manufactured in the Netherlands
and elsewhere in Europe, they resell these in Algeria, where the price is reportedly substantially
higher than in the EU.
Such drugs trafficking activities form another link in a large chain of criminal activities to raise
financing across borders. Joint investigations by the Spanish, Italian, Swiss and French police
have revealed how robberies and drugs trafficking in Spain, robberies in Switzerland and tax
fraud in Italy generate a significant amount of money which is then used to finance armed attacks
and terrorist training. In addition to hashish trafficking, Moroccan radicals have specialised in
robbery and the resale of all kinds of modern information technology such as GPS, new
generation mobile telephones and electronic diaries. In many cases such items are later resold in
Morocco or Spain.[27] According to another official Spanish investigation, the sale of designer
watches, gold bracelets and emerald necklaces stolen from around 20 villas on the Costa del Sol
by a Salafist group that goes by the name ”Group of the Truth” was used to finance several
murders in Algeria and Mauritania. [28]
There is also an emerging relationship between Islamic terrorist groups and the commission of
cyber crimes. According to investigations led by the UK police, three members of a terrorist cell
that planned to carry out attacks in the US, Europe and the Middle East used several stolen credit
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cards to buy items such as GPS systems, night vision goggles, sleeping bags, telephones, knives
and tents from hundreds of websites. These were meant to be sent to jihadists in Iraq. Among
their purchases were hundreds of pre-paid mobile telephones and more than 250 airline tickets.
These were bought with 110 different credit cards from 46 different airline companies and travel
agencies. The three men involved also laundered money plundered from bank accounts with the
help of on-line gambling sites. Numerous stolen credit cards and hacked bank accounts were also
used to buy web-based services in the United States and Europe with the apparent aim of
creating an online network to be used by jihadist cells throughout the world to exchange
information, recruit members and plan attacks. The three cell members involved spent 3.5
million dollars from credit cards stolen by phishing on hundreds of websites. They also
distributed spyware contained in emails or websites which enabled them to gain control of
infected computers.[29]
Pakistani extremists based in Spain developed operating methods of their own. These groups
have close relations with radical cells in the UK that specialize in stealing credit cards. Such
cards are cloned and sent to Spain, where hundreds to thousands of euros in charges are made by
a certain business owner who then transfers the money to radical organisation, asking a
commission of 10% for himself. Radical Pakistani groups also obtain funds by collecting a
‘revolutionary tax’ from fellow countrymen based in Spain. On occasions they even engage in
so-called express kidnappings which end once family members pays a ransom in Pakistan.[30]
According to Interpol, there are also important links between intellectual property crimes and the
financing of Islamic terrorist networks. Some terrorist groups participate directly in the
production and sale of fake items and divert part of the profits to finance attacks. Also, part of
the profits from the sale of non-genuine items (such as illegally copied CDs) apparently go to
fundamentalist networks and such monies are eventually sent to terrorist groups via informal
money transfers.[31]
The Movement of Terrorist Funds
In the more than twenty years of its existence, Al-Qaeda and later its affiliates have used various
methods to transfer funds with the aim of avoiding detection by the authorities. Among them are
informal systems of money transfers such as hawala, cash transfers and the use of official
financial systems. However, other mechanisms such as external trade and new methods of
payment allowing anonymity have emerged in recent years.
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Hawala
Alternative money transfer systems are a cheap and rapid way of sending funds and making
transactions. Originally they mainly served those who did not have a bank account, particularly
in remote areas without a functioning normal financial system. One of the most frequently used
informal mechanisms is hawala (“transfer” in Arabic), a form of transporting financial
obligations from one place to another without the physical movement of money and often also
without a paper trail. What distinguises hawala from other informal systems are trust and a
strong sense of honour as these often exist in extensive family networks based on regional and
tribal connections of those who use it. The security, anonymity and the versatility of hawala is
also attractive for criminals and terrorists who wish to move legally obtained funds or launder
money raised by illegal activities.
These informal systems constitute a risk factor for the authorities since operators usually do not
need to reveal the true identity of their client or apply official due diligence procedures. Hawala
is widely used in the Middle East, the Indian subcontinent, in South East Asia and parts of
Africa, particularly in rural areas where people have no access to the formal financial system. It
is also prevalent in countries populated by émigrés and refugees, who use this system to send
money to families in their countries of origin in order to avoid paying excessive bank charges.
Before 9/11, Al-Qaeda moved a large part of its funds through hawala networks. After the
organisation’s leadership moved to Afghanistan in 1996, there was no practical alternative as the
Afghan national banking system was antiquated and insecure. Later, hawala became again AlQaeda’s system of choice when the government-regulated official financial systems stepped up
controls on bank-based money transfers across national borders.
Many hawala transactions originate in, or are destined for, Dubai or Yemen, or pass through
these places. Some countries such as the UAE have tried to regulate hawala operations and
require users to register and provide information about the identity of remitters and beneficiaries
on special forms which must be submitted periodically to the Central Bank. There are also
requirements to report suspicious transactions. Currently in Afghanistan, all businesses that offer
hawala services must obtain a licence, and report transactions to a financial intelligence agency
of the Central Bank.[32]
However, other countries have paid no attention to informal money transfer systems, or simply
attempted to prohibit them. Although the vast majority of these unregulated services transmit
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legitimately obtained funds, terrorist organisations such as Al-Qaeda and the Taliban use them to
hide or manage many of their legal and illegal financial transactions. They are often used to
transfer funds obtained from charities, common crime, drugs trafficking or wealthy donors.
Cash Transactions
The physical movement of money across borders is predominant in countries where bank
transfers are rarely used by common people. Couriers carrying money are also used where
financial institutions have increased the efficiency of due diligence practices with clients. It is
also one of the methods used by terrorist organisations such as Al-Qaeda to move funds whilst
avoiding anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing measures implemented by
national and international financial institutions. The investigation into the 9/11 attacks provided
a good example of how Al-Qaeda used human couriers to move money. One of the financial
backers of the attack, Khalid Sheikh Mohamed, passed a large amount of money (possibly as
much as US $ 200,000) to Abdul Aziz Ali in Dubai, who subsequently transferred it to the
hijackers in the US.[33]
Various counter-terrorism operations have demonstrated that money couriers moved funds
between Middle Eastern and South Asian countries. They often did so by using indirect flights
between origin and destination, with large numbers of couriers and frequent exchanges of money.
Moving money by using couriers can be more expensive than a simple transaction, but it leaves
no trace even if the courier is detained, since the origin and final destination of the money might
be unknown to him or her. Some terrorist groups have converted the money into high-value
goods where the source is difficult to trace, such as gold and precious stones, moving smuggling
activities away from formal financial systems.
Algerian and Moroccan cells based in Europe use human couriers, as the Italian police
discovered when a bus company connecting France and Italy with Algeria was transporting three
individuals at least twice a week, each of whom carrying an average of 1,500 euros. Pakistani
radicals also sent money to the United Kingdom with the help of couriers who fly to the UK
carrying the equivalent of thousands of euros.[34]
The Formal Financial System
Government-regulated financial institutions and other regulated financial service providers
constitute the formal financial system It is the world’s principal gateway for financial
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transactions across borders. Al-Qaeda has in the past used the formal financial system as a
means of moving money to support its own cells and affiliated terrorist groups, financing their
actions. The speed and ease with which money can be moved via the international financial
system enables terrorists to move funds efficiently, unfortunately often still with relatively small
risk of detection.
The 9/11 terrorists used official financial institutions both within and outside the US to deposit,
transfer and withdraw money. The money was deposited in US banks, generally via transactions,
cash deposits and travellers cheques bought overseas. Some of them kept funds in overseas bank
accounts to which they had access through cash-point machines (ATM) and credit cards. Of the
overall cost of the 9/11 operation (between US $ 400,000-500,000), at least US $ 300,000 came
from bank accounts in the United States. None of the terrorists or their backers were experts in
using the international financial system. The money laundering controls at the time were
primarily designed to detect drugs trafficking and large-scale financial fraud. Therefore bank
employees at that time were not suspicious of apparently routine transactions as those carried out
by the 19 hijackers.[35] One of those involved in the 7 July 2005 bombings in London financed
the operation with his own funds, which were deposited in various accounts These movements
did not attract the attention of bank employees. [36]
Combined with other mechanisms such as offshore companies, the formal financial system can
still provide terrorists with sufficient cover to carry out operations and launder crime money. The
sheer volume and speed with which sums of money rush through the computer-linked
international financial system make watertight CFT measures impossible.
Money remittance companies are particularly attractive to terrorist groups such as Al-Qaeda,
which has used branches of such companies, which often operate globally, to send and receive
money. These companies are in principle obliged to register identification details of the
individual who has sent the money from one country and of the person who is meant to received
it in another. This should enable the authorities to track individual transactions by means of the
logged details of every transaction. However, the lack of a consistent and worldwide application
of due diligence procedures (involving identification, record keeping and report of suspicious
transactions) are an obstacle for investigators when trying to track specific financial
transactions.
International Trade
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International trade has a range of characteristics which make it vulnerable to abuse by terrorist
groups such as Al-Qaeda because the enormous volume of international commercial transactions
obscures individual transactions. International trade is characterised by the complexity of its
transactions and payment methods. The mixture of funds from a variety of sources together with
the limited resources available to customs agencies in tracing them makes it very difficult to
detect illegal transactions without case-specific additional intelligence.
International commercial operations lend themselves often to the hidden transfer of currency.
Various techniques are used for this: over-invoicing or under-invoicing of goods and services,
anticipated payments which are never made and re-invoicing through free trade areas.[37]
Laundering through over-invoicing and under-valuing of goods and services is a longstanding
method of fraudulently transferring currency across borders; it continues to occur frequently. It
involves attributing a set price to goods and services which differs from the actual market price.
By invoicing goods and services at a price lower than the market, the exporter transfers currency
to the importer, since the ultimate value will be lower than the amount the importer receives in
selling them on the market. On the other hand, invoicing at an amount higher than the market
price, the exporter receives currency from the importer since the price of the goods and services
will be higher than their value.
In order for such operations to succeed, it is necessary that both the exporter and importer agree
on manipulating prices. For example, if Company “A” exports 1,000 units of an item whose
value is 2 euros per unit but invoices Company “B” at 1 euro per unit, it would lose 1,000 euros
in the operation. This would make no sense unless both exporter and importer had agreed to
carry out such a rigged transaction. Another possibility would be for the two companies to be
controlled by the same organisation.
Banks play a fundamental (but no longer unique) role in making international transactions
possible. They sometimes act as simple intermediaries to enable the movement of funds from
one country to another, whilst in other cases they carry out a dual function of intermediary and
guarantor to ensure that the conditions in the buying and selling contract are met. Payment
methods that can be used in international trade vary in terms of the guarantees offered and the
costs involved (personal and bank cheques, transfers, payment orders, banking remittances and
credits). The participation of various parties in these operations and the complexity of payment
methods can make the process of observing due diligence complicated. In addition, international
trade is vulnerable to the use of falsified documents for the purposes of money laundering,
terrorist financing and the avoidance of sanctions to breach international embargos. The use of
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front companies in high-risk jurisdictions can make it all the more difficult to track these
operations. In other cases, international trade in services or commodities is used as part of more
complex money laundering schemes such as the peso exchange black market, hawala and
carousel fraud.
New Payment Methods
As an alternative to cash transfers and the use of bank accounts, various payment methods have
evolved which are generally used by legitimate customers who lack access to regular banking
services. They also are convenient for terrorist groups. Among these methods are pre-paid phone
cards, online payment services, virtual money that is exchanged in the form of gold, silver and
other metals and, most recently, mobile phone payments.[38]
Pre-paid phone cards are a much used alternative to cash. They can often be obtained with
complete anonymity and are easily transported, making them particularly attractive. One type of
such cards can be used to withdraw money from various ATM cash-point networks throughout
the world. They do not require a bank account; nor do they require the user to deal with a bank
employee who would verify the identity of the client to ‘top’ them up. They can also be used to
buy items in shops. In some countries, these cards have become very popular amongst
immigrants who wish to send money to their families overseas.
From the point of view of countering the financing of terrorism, these cards present a risk, since
they can be ‘topped up’ by a member of a terrorist organisation in any country, allowing other
members of the organisation access to money from cash-points. The vulnerability of these
cards lies principally in the way they can be obtained. Terrorists can buy cards on the Internet,
by fax and in those shops which do not require identification from customers or apply any
system for tracing suspicious transactions. They can also move money through massive scale
purchase of such cards and their subsequent sale.
Online payment services are often a service used by people without bank accounts or credit cards
when they wish to make purchases over the Internet. People who use this service can first use
their bank accounts, credit cards, electronic transfers or pre-paid cards or, in some cases, simply
cash to open an account with an online intermediary which will then carry out payments. One of
these online services is PayPal, which enables anybody or any business with email to send and
receive money quickly over the Internet. It is more difficult to know the client’s identity if the
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service provider does not insist on sufficient proof of identity or is willing to accepts cash or giro
transfers to open the account.
Other payment systems such as E-gold are based on virtual money which is exchanged via
ounces of gold and other precious metals. One of the characteristics of such business
transactions is that the funds which are transferred to them are automatically converted into a
specific metal (for example, gold). At any time, the client can see the value of the gold in
various monetary denominations such as dollars, euros, etc, and can make a payment of a
specific amount of dollars.
These systems can be used to pay for articles exchanged for specific items through commercial
websites. The CFT risks associated arise from registration of the online user with a limited
amount of information, the lack of identification details, the speed of business transactions,
access to items of any value whose price is difficult to establish, and fictitious transactions
whereby companies do not guarantee delivery. All this can enable the transfer of money between
members of a terrorist organisation pretending to pay for business transactions while the price of
items is manipulated or the goods are simply not delivered.[39]
Payments via mobile telephones are another alternative to the use of cash and the formal
financial system, principally in countries where it is difficult to find a reliable banking network.
Technology enables the users of mobile telephones to pass funds between individuals in
anonymity: the money sender buys a pre-paid phone card which is ‘topped up’ anonymously
with funds which are subsequently transferred to the other person’s card. This person can
withdraw money from a cash-point using the pre-paid card. Thus, both the sender and receiver
remain anonymous - another method that may be used by terrorist organisations to transfer
money.
The International Response to the Financing of Al-Qaeda
A range of international organisations such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), the United Nations and the International Financial Action Group (FATF-GATT) are
involved in combating the financing of terrorism.
The World Bank and the IMF provide technical assistance to countries where the counter terrorist
financing system is weak and where this can present a significant risk to good governance and
development. Technical assistance from the World Bank and IMF is based on the introduction of
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new regulations based on best international practices, their application by authorities in the
financial sector, the establishment of legal frameworks by financial intelligence bodies, the
development of capitation programmes and awareness-raising to address the concerns of the
private and public sectors as well as co-operation with other organisations under multinational
programmes and the development of training material.
In Resolution 1267 (1999), the United Nations Security Council established the “Sanctions
Committee against Al-Qaeda and the Taliban”. Its original purpose was to monitor the
application of sanctions against Afghanistan, then largely under control of the Taliban regime
which supported Osama bin Laden and his several hundred men strong Al-Qaeda group.
xxx
The sanctions regime has, especially since 2001, been modified and strengthened by subsequent
Security Council resolutions. In this way sanctions were extended to individuals and entities
associated with Al-Qaeda, Osama Bin Laden and the Taliban throughout the world. Those UN
resolutions that have been approved under Chapter VII of the UN Charter require all member
states to adopt a series of measures with respect to any person or entity associated with AlQaeda, Osama Bin Laden and the Taliban designated by the sanction committee. Among these
measures are freezing their assets, preventing their members entry into a UN member states’
national territory or transiting it, and preventing the supply, sale or transfer, direct or indirect, of
military arms and equipment.
The primary responsibility for the application of these sanctions falls on the member states; its
effective application is their obligation. The individuals and entities suspected of terrorism
feature on the consolidated List of the Sanctions Committee it is periodically updated or revised.
The List consists of four sections and contains 507 names (according to the update of 3
December 2009):[40]
A.
B.
C.
D.

Individuals associated with the Taliban (142)
Entities and other groups or companies associated with the Taliban (none)
Individuals associated with Al-Qaeda (254)
Entities and other groups or companies associated with Al-Qaeda (111)

It is not necessary for charges to have been brought against an individual by a national court or a
conviction in a trial in a court of law for a suspect to be added to the List because the sanctions
are said to be of a preventative nature. States are obliged to disseminate the List fully to banks
and other financial institutions, intelligence agencies, alternative money remittance services and
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charitable organisations amongst others. The Committee has a team tasked with providing
analytical support for the sanctions; that team publishes progress reports periodically.
Although there has been significant progress, there remain systemic weaknesses in the
application of the sanctions. The List contains imprecise and obsolete information, including the
names of deceased individuals and defunct companies. On the other hand, some entities and
individuals on the List have taken legal action in various countries to challenge their inclusion on
the List. In other words, they challenge the Security Council’s authority to impose sanctions
based on dubious intelligence information only. Due to this, states are sometimes unable to put
into practice decisions taken by the Security Council without contravening their own legislation.
As a consequence, the international community is in such cases not fully able to apply coordinated measures against the financing of terrorism.[41]
The international community has so far failed to discover or block many of the sources of
financing of Al-Qaeda. The organisation headed by Bin Laden continues to have access to
money through various channels at the margins of the formal financial system. It also makes
intensive use of alternative remittance systems and sometimes simply sends money via couriers.
Al-Qaeda has succeeded in moving a large part of its financial activities through its associated
groups to areas in Africa, the Middle East and South-East Asia where the authorities often lack
effective CFT institutions and where individuals who feature on the Security Council’s List can
continue their financing activities by using companies and fictitious businesses to hide their
transactions. The bottom line is that despite the Committee’s powers, Al-Qaeda, the Taliban and
the network’s associates are in a position to continue to seek, obtain, gather, transmit and
distribute considerable sums of money to support their ideological, logistical and operational
activities.
Another international organisation taking action against terrorist financing activities is the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). In October 2001, the
OECD adopted a set of eight special recommendations to combat terrorist financing. In
combination with the already existing forty recommendations of its Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) to combat money laundering, these 48 recommendations form the basic international
framework meant to prevent and suppress terrorist financing and terrorist acts.
Identifying Suspicious Operations
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The current legislative framework for preventing the use of the financial system and other areas
of activity for terrorist purposes based on the OECD’s 48 recommendations is now in place in the
majority of countries. The basic principles for combating terrorist financing have developed in a
form essentially parallel to those regarding anti-money laundering measures. But there are some
differences between the two issues. In money laundering, criminal elements generally need to
deposit large amounts of money into the financial system. In financial transactions relating to
terrorism, the amount of money used is considerably less and is usually consistent with the
client’s stated profile, which makes them look innocuous. All too often financial institutions are
unable to separate suspicious transactions from those which are not.
Yet authorities often consider the financial sector to be in an ideal position to detect money
laundering and terrorist financing activities. Reports of suspicious activities sent by financial
institutions to national financial intelligence units form the basis of this preventative system.
However, it is not easy for financial entities to detect suspicious terrorist financing operations.
To qualify as a suspicious transaction, deviations from the client’s profile and usual practices
must be taken into account, which implies the application of a policy based on “know your
customer”. It is not enough to identify clients; it is necessary to know their usual practices and
sources of income. When business relations are established, it is necessary to obtain information
from the client about the nature of his professional or company business and establish beyond
reasonable doubt the veracity of the information provided. In particular, it is necessary to pay
particular attention to any operation that is complex, unusual or lacks an apparent financial or
lawful purpose. In order that personnel of a financial institution or similar entity may detect
suspicious operations when assessing transactions, it is the norm to use a number of indicators
according to the sector of activities in which the client is involved. These indicators come from
experience compiled by various government agencies, international organisations and financial
intelligence units in various countries.
The financial sector uses various IT programmes aimed at detecting suspicious operations to
evaluate transactions made by customers. Each client is given a specific profile that describes
the expected usual practice of the said client. In general, this includes the number of transactions
and the amounts involved which are expected to take place over a particular period of time with
an acceptable margin of deviation from the norm. When the client’s transactions go beyond this
margin, the IT programme issues an alert. Yet when submitted to closer scrutiny, many of these
transactions result in “false positives”. Given that there is no single effective set of indicators to
detect suspicious transactions for countering terrorist financing, it is necessary to evaluate a high
number of activities to come to responsible conclusions as to whether something significant is
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going on or not. This is an inconvenience, since submitting a high number of “false positives” to
further investigation takes up time and money. In order to avoid an excessive number of “false
positives” without adversely affecting the control of operations, it is necessary to maintain a
current profile of clients, consider adequate tolerance ratios for each type of transaction, establish
an adequate frequency for review according to the risk presented, and take account of the
conditions of the time and the market which may affect the operations being carried out.
There is currently a general concern within financial institutions that most of the indications they
receive are orientated towards money laundering rather than terrorist financing. However, it is a
common complaint that they receive scant or no information about high-quality indicators that
enable the detection of financing for terrorism purposes. Consequently, many of the reports of
suspicious transactions are valuable only if these actually trigger an investigation by the
authorities. There is a significant imbalance between the high volume of reports on suspicious
activities generated by financial institutions throughout the world and the scant value of terrorist
assets located or frozen as a result of these reports. In many cases, the reports are clearly
defensive to protect the institution against possible sanctions from the authorities and focus on
the type of client rather than the nature of the transaction, which makes them of little use to
investigators. The large volume of suspicious transactions filed by financial institutions tends to
overburden the financial intelligence units tasked to analyse them. Backlogs are common which
reduces the amount of actionable intelligence gained from monitoring suspicious transactions.
Seeking a financial profile of terrorism
Banks and other financial institutions continue to ask the authorities what more they should be
looking for to detect possible transactions associated with terrorism. Many of the mechanisms
available to financial institutions to detect money laundering activities are not directly applicable
to detecting terrorism. The 11 September 2001 operatives are an example of this. The nineteen
hijackers formed a simple plan to disguise their transactions without revealing their intentions.
Although the US authorities had information that several of the hijackers might be members of
Al-Qaeda, the banking personnel where they held accounts never suspected that their clients
were potential terrorists.
Financial institutions and governments have made a considerable effort to create a profile of “the
terrorist”. The FBI examined financial transactions made by the 9/11 hijackers focusing on the
following: they visited the banks in groups, identified themselves as students, spent a large
proportion of their income on pilot training schools and were financed to a large extent from
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money transferred from the UAE.[42] Yet other terrorist cells such as the London attackers used
the legal income of one of their members deposited in various bank accounts to finance the
attacks.[43] In other words, profiles may be of some help to detect more or less identical types
of attacks, but do not help much to warn of attacks developed in a different way.
Terrorist financing does not always follow clearly recognizable guidelines. This is especially true
in cases of local cells whose members save or collect money to finance their own activities.
These cells can use their own legally obtained funds but can then carry out illegal operations. In
all cases, including the latter, it is difficult to detect a terrorist motive or even a purely criminal
one. It is not an easy task to create a general profile of financing and using funds for terrorist
purposes. For example, when an Islamic charity receives money from small donations and then
makes periodic financial transfers to areas such as Afghanistan or Chechnya, this might be to
finance terrorist operations or might constitute humanitarian aid to a very needy population.
Intelligence services and governments can hold information that may distinguish one use of
funds from another, but it is unlikely that a financial institution would be capable by itself of
determining the difference.
Conclusion
Our conclusion is that financial information alone is not sufficient to detect the financing of AlQaeda and its affiliates. However, when combined with other types of information held by
intelligence services, it may help a financial institution to detect signs of possible suspicious
activity. In this sense, the development of intelligence-led indicators based on the study of
evolving terrorist operating methods and the exchange of information between public and
private sectors should be one of the pillars for the development of a more risk-based focus which
can improve the detection of terrorist financing operations.
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Muslim Education, Celebrating Islam and Having Fun As CounterRadicalization Strategies in Indonesia
by Mark Woodward, Inayah Rohmaniyah, Ali Amin and Diana Coleman
Abstract
The paper refutes the linkage of Muslim education in Indonesia with radicalization, and
addresses the commonly held, if incorrect, perception that theological conservatism has a causal
relationship with violent extremism. Rather than a causal agent for extremism, Muslim education
in Indonesia tends to operate as a protective mechanism against radicalization, as does
participation in vibrant religious and cultural celebrations. Students attending the secular
universities are most susceptible to extremist discourse, through the process of re-Islamization
and the development of a stark and detached rational understanding of Islam.
Introduction
The July 17, 2009 bombings of the Ritz-Carlton and J W Marriot hotels in Jakarta rekindled
suspicions that Indonesia’s vast network of private Islamic boarding schools (pesantren) and
schools run by the modernist Muslim organization Muhammadiyah might be breeding grounds
for radical Islamist ideologies, if not actual terrorist training centers.[1] Yet spokespersons for
Indonesian Muslim organizations have consistently denied that there are links between Islamic
education, radicalism, and terrorism, but the perception persists in Indonesia as well as in the
West.[2] There are at least 17,000 pesantren in Indonesia, most of which are loosely tied to the
theologically conservative, but politically progressive, Muslim organization Nahdlatul Ulama
(NU). [3] Muhammadiyah operates a vast comprehensive educational system at instructional
levels including kindergartens, primary, middle and secondary schools, colleges and universities
that teach secular as well as religious subjects, and a small number of pesantren. If alarmist
claims about Muslim Schools and radicalization were valid, there would be serious cause for
concern. Fortunately, evidence suggests that they are mistaken.
The July 2009 bombings also led to increased concern about relationships between Wahhabi
Islamic teachings, radicalization, and terrorism. The Indonesian commentator Saidiman
observed:
Many observers argued that almost every militant Islamic movement today is part of, or
at least influenced by, Wahhabism. Where trouble is found, Wahhabism may thrive. Both
the Taliban in Afghanistan and Al-Qaeda, which have been launching attacks across the
world for years, have officially adopted this ideology. Wahhabi extremism and terrorism
continue to plague Indonesia, although real supporters in this country are few in number.
[4]
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The fact that most Indonesian (and other) Sunni Muslim extremists combine jihadi radicalism
with Wahhabi teachings that define traditional Islamic devotional practices as unbelief has
contributed to a growing perception among Indonesians that the two are interdependent. In
Indonesian discourse, Wahhabism and terrorism are now clearly linked. The term “Wahhabi” is
now often used conjointly with “fanatik” (fanatic) and associated with violence. These concerns
have led to a series of books and seminars on university campuses and other public venues
linking “Wahhabi” religious teachings, the violent campaigns that led to the brief Wahhabis
occupation of Mecca in 1803-1811, the contemporary Saudi Arabian state and global Islamist
terrorism. [5] They suggest a causal relationship. Some of these, especially Ilusi Negara Islam
(The Illusion of the Islamic State), have not been well received by the Indonesian scholarly
community because of their questionable historical claims and hyperbolic rhetoric. Some Muslim
intellectuals describe them as counter-radical discourse that sinks to the same level as radical
Islamist diatribes about conspiracies of Crusaders and Jews. The do, however, reflect heightened
concern with violent extremism and with attempts to “Arabize” Indonesia. They are also
components of a global discourse linking the teaching of al-Wahab, the Saudi State and Islamist
terrorism. [6] If these alarmist claims about connections between terrorism and Wahhabi
religious teachings were correct there would be very serious cause for concerning because
millions of Indonesians accept elements of Wahhabi religious teachings. Evidence suggests
otherwise.
We have three purposes in this paper.
The first is to set the record straight about Indonesian Muslim schools in general and pesantren
in particular. Indonesian Muslim schools, with a few noticeable exceptions, do not promote
violent extremism no matter what their theological orientations. The opposite is true. They are
one of Indonesia’s best defenses against it.
The second is to de-couple the religious teachings of Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahab (1703-92),
the founder of what has come to be known as Wahhabism, from violent extremism. The
relationship is one of correlation, not causality. While most Sunni Muslim terrorists follow his
teachings, the huge majority of Indonesian and other Muslims who follow them oppose terrorism
and other forms of religious violence.
The third is to describe the ways in which Indonesia’s secular universities are one of the sources
of an emerging Islamist culture. It is the re-Islamisation of secularized elements of Indonesian
society, not the development of radicalism in traditional Islamic communities, which poses the
greatest risk of radicalization.
Muslim Schools and Radicalization
Concern about Muslim Schools in Indonesia and other countries represents a “spill over” from
the fact that Wahhabi madrassahs funded largely by the Saudi government and wealthy Saudis
provided bases and training sites for Afghan and foreign fighters during their war against the
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Soviet occupation in the 1980s. [7] An unknown, but substantial number of Indonesians studied
and taught at these madrassahs and at Jihad Academies inside Afghanistan. The “freedom
fighters,” as they were known in the west at the time, were the ancestors of Al Qaeda, the Taliban
and many other violent Islamist groups, including the Southeast Asian organization Jemaah
Islamiyah (JI). Jamal Malik and Muhammad Hassan have observed that these links have led
many in the policy-making and policy studies communities to the conclusion that, wherever they
are found, madrassahs, pesantren, and other Muslim Schools are terrorism factories and
breeding grounds for intolerant exclusivist ideologies. Terrorism specialist Wayne Downing
wrote:
In the past 24 years, the radical Wahhabi sect from Saudi Arabia has sponsored religious
schools and madrassahs throughout the Islamic world. The Indonesians have seminaries
called pesantren. Most of these schools spread a message of hatred and intolerance,
radicalizing young Muslims and encouraging them to join the Holy War or Jihad. [8]
Some Muslim schools are centers of violent extremist teaching. Most are not. Madrassahsh is an
Arabic term for higher-level Muslim schools. They have been important elements of Islamic
civilizations since the ninth century and can be found everywhere in the Muslim world. Curricula
vary greatly but usually include some combination of Classical Arabic grammar, Quranic
exegesis, Islamic law, theology and sometimes mysticism. Fixation on madrassahs as sources of
terrorism is extreme reductionism and distracts attention and resources for more important causal
issues.
In Indonesia and elsewhere is Southeast Asia the term madrassahs is used differently than in
other parts of the Muslim world. It usually refers to schools that are organized on Western lines
in which there are formal classes and in which secular and well as religious subjects are taught.
Schools resembling Middle Eastern and South Asian madrassahs are known in Indonesia as
pesantren.
A small number of pesantren are known for extremist teachings and have been linked to terrorist
organizations. JI is associated with pesantren Al-Mukmin, which is located in the village of
Ngruki near Surakarta in Central Java. Pesantren Al-Mukmin was founded in 1972 by the
charismatic, radical Islamist cleric Abubakr Ba’asyir who is also the spiritual leader of JI.
Reports by the International Crisis Group describe it as being the center of a network of perhaps
fifty pesantren that promote Islamist extremism.[9] Schools in this network share a common
extremist ideology that is based on the religious teachings of Ibn Taymiyyah (1263-1328), alWahab (1703-1792), and other puritanical Muslim scholars, as well as the anti-state political
philosophies of Hasan al-Bana (1906-1949), Sayyid Qutb 1906-1966) and others associated with
the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. In a 2005 interview, Ba’asyir spoke at length on his
understanding of Quranic teachings about Jihad, Shari’ah, and the relationship between Muslims
and others. His view is that it is only possible to live a Muslim life in a society and state that are
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governed exclusively by Shari’ah and that Muslims are obligated to fight all who oppose this
view. This includes many who consider themselves to be Muslims, but who Ba’asyir declares to
be kafir.[10]
The ideological if not logistical links between Ba’asyir, pesantren Al-Mukmin and violence are
clear. JI has carried out numerous attacks on western targets in Southeast Asia including the
“Bali bombings” of 2002. It planned others that were thwarted by security forces. The
association of this one pesantren with attacks in Bali has led Australians to be especially
concerned about extremist tendencies in Indonesian Islamic schools in general. To many
Australians, the “Bali Bombings” are what 9/11 is to Americans because Bali is a popular
destination for Australian tourists and 88 of the 152 people killed in the 2002 attack were
Australians.
A JI splinter group led by Malaysian Noordin Top was responsible for the 2009 Jakarta
bombings. Noordin was associated with pesantren Al-Mukmin and others in the Ngruki Network.
[11] These associations have heightened suspicions about pesantren in particular, and Indonesian
Islamic schools in general. The fact that a teacher in a Muhammadiyah school allowed Noordin
to use his home as a hiding place and that other suspects have been traced to pesantren, including
one described later in this paper, have increased the level of concern. Muhammadiyah reacted to
this revelation by categorically denying that the organization is linked to terrorism. The fact that
one out of the many thousands of teachers in Muhammadiyah schools was involved in a
bombing does not suggest that the organization advocates or condones terrorism.[12]
Since the July 2009 bombings, right-wing Islamaphobic bloggers [13] in the United States and
elements of the mainstream Australian press [14] have once again focused on pesantren as the
source of Indonesia’s terrorist problem. C. Holland Taylor of the LibForall Foundation[15] and
former Australian Prime Minister Alexander Downer both weighed in on the issue soon after the
July 2009 bombing. Downer stated:
The problem with the schools is the curriculum is very narrow. They focus on religious
education and not much else. People come out of those schools being great experts on the
Koran, but they don’t have knowledge of arithmetic, geography, language and physics.
It’s hard for them to get jobs and they get swept into this world of fundamentalist
religion.[16]
Taylor went even further, linking Indonesia’s second largest Muslim organization Muhammadiyah - with: “extremists - who anathematize Australia, America and the secular
system of Indonesia.”[17] If either of these statements were correct, there would be cause for
serious concern, but our findings refute these claims.
Our argument here is that most of what written about pesantren and radicalization in policyoriented literature is wrong. Very nearly the opposite is true. The religious education young
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people receive in pesantren does not drive them towards extremism; just the opposite. It helps to
immunize them against it. Furthermore, most pesantren graduates are not ignorant of “secular”
subjects. For many young people from pious, but poor families, pesantren are the gateways to
higher education in the humanities, natural and social sciences, medicine, law, and technical
fields because a substantial percentage of students at Indonesia’s Islamic Universities, which
offer training in these fields, come from pesantren backgrounds. A related point is that students
from secular backgrounds who study at secular and Islamic Universities are more vulnerable to
radicalization than those from pesantren backgrounds.

Pesantren
Pesantren are traditional Islamic boarding schools.[18] They are also known as pondok or
pondok pesantren (often abbreviated ponpes). Similar schools are found in Malaysia, Southern
Thailand and the Southern Philippines where they are known simply as pondok. Santri is a
Javanese term for Muslim student. A pesantren is a place for santri. Pondok is a Javanese/Malay/
Arabic term that means hostel. Most pesantren are located in rural areas, though there are
thousands in major cities, especially in East Java, the heartland of traditional Islamic scholarship
in Indonesia. Some pesantren have only a handful of students. The largest, Pondok Pesantren
Lirboyo in Kediri in East Java, has more than twenty thousand. Students are as young as four or
five years of age. There is no upper age limit. In many traditional pesantren there are no
admissions standards, no formal classes and no examinations or grades, at least in religious
subjects. Students study particular texts under the tutelage of a recognized teacher, until they
have mastered, and in many instances, memorized them. Some pesantren have fixed tuition.
Most charge only what students or their parents can afford to pay. They also receive charitable
contributions from alumni and supporters.
Until the late 1970s and early 1980s many pesantren taught only religious subjects. Some still
do. But as secular education has become increasingly important, most have introduced nonIslamic or “general” subjects. The modernization of the pesantren education system began
already in the 1930s. Pesantren Tebuireng, was founded in 1899 by Kyai Hasyim Asy’ari
(1871-1947). Asy’ari was one of the founders of NU and is widely regarded as having been one
of the most important Indonesian Muslim scholars of the twentieth century, and as a Sufi saint.
He introduced instruction in secular subjects in 1929. Many other pesantren soon followed his
lead, though a lack of qualified teachers hampered the reform process.
Pondok Darrusalam Gontor in Ponogrogo in East Java was the first pesantren to adopt “modern”
instructional methods including formal classes and to emphasis instruction in secular subjects.
Though the pesantren was founded in 1926 by scholars from both Muhammadiyah and NU
backgrounds, it has never been directly tied to either of these organizations and has taken a
decidedly nonsectarian approach to religious instruction. One of the school’s goals is to bridge
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the gap between sectarian groups by teaching diversity. Gontor’s motto is “Gontor Above and
For Every Group.” From the beginning, it attracted students from a variety of theological
backgrounds. In addition to Islamic and “modern” education, it promotes values including
independent and critical thinking, efficiency, and progress. The curriculum includes texts written
by Ibn Tamiyyah and al Wahab. It also includes study of Ibn Rushd’s (Averroes 1126-1198)
Bidyatul Mujtahid. This extremely complex work explores the philosophical underpinnings of
the diversity of opinion in Islamic jurisprudence. Students also learn about the diversity of
Muslim religious practice; learning that there is more than one recognized way to perform the
five daily prayers surprises many students, and for some, is a source of inspiration. The
importance of learning about the diversity of Muslim religious thought and ritual praxis as a
mode of counter-radical discourse cannot be over emphasized. It is exactly the opposite of the
extremist position that claims: “Our Islam is the only Islam.”
Probably because it combines educational excellence with an emphasis on independent thinking,
Gontor graduates include national leaders from across the religious-political spectrum. Hidayat
Nur Wahid of PKS, Indonesia’s most important Islamist political party, Din Syamsuddin of
Muhammadiyah, Hasyim Muzadi of NU and Abu Bakr Ba’asyir are all Gontor alumni.[19] So
was the late Nurcholish Madjid, the founder of Paramadina University in Jakarta and one of
Indonesia’s most important progressive Muslim intellectuals. So is Ali Amin, one of the authors
of this paper.
Muslim poet, political activist and performance artist Emha Ainun Najib also studied at Gontor.
His all night performances attract thousands of young people. They feature music fusing
Javanese, Arabic and Western styles and instruments and female singers – an anathema to
extremists. The message combines Sufi piety, Indonesian nationalism, and advocacy of
democracy and social reform. Emha is bitterly sarcastic when it comes to Saudi Wahhabis. In a
recent (December 17, 2009) performance he repeated the line “Welcome to Arab Saudi --- and
have a nice day!” (English in the original) repeatedly, each time with increasing sarcasm.[20]
Clearly, it is not possible to link Gontor to a single religious or political orientation. It is a
remarkable school that leads students in many directions. A few, including Ba’asyir have become
extremists. Most are exactly the opposite. Gontor graduates have founded more than a hundred
similar pesantren across the country.
The tradition of educational modernization accelerated after Indonesian independence in 1945
and especially after 1975 when the Indonesian government mandated six years of general
education for all students and offered subsidies to pesantren that chose to offer a secular
curriculum. There were, however, provisions for pesantren, to offer an entirely religious
curriculum. Some chose this option, but a combination of secular and Islamic education became
the norm. Many pesantren now include madrassahs, which often overshadow programs offering
traditional religious education. Many offer middle school (SMP) and high school (SMA)
programs that are the equivalent of those available from government schools. Some offer
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vocational training as well. The 1975 reforms also enabled pesantren graduates to take college
entrance examinations. A few pesantren now offer a mixed curriculum at the college level.
Muhammadiyah schools have been offering high quality secular education since the early
decades of the 20th century. The organization was founded in part to provide education for
Muslim children comparable with that available in Dutch colonial and Christian missionary
schools, both of which were considered unacceptable by many Muslim parents.
Contemporary Indonesian government schools cannot be described as “anti-Islamic.” Religious
education is required for all students, but it is very basic and does not expose students to the
intellectual complexities of the Muslim tradition. Many Muslims parents choose to send their
children to pesantren or Muhammadiyah schools for one or both of two reasons: (i) they are less
expensive than government schools and, (ii) they also have a higher level of religious instruction
than government schools. Like Roman Catholic and Protestant schools in the United States, they
provide an explicitly religious environment for the educational process. Many religiously
conservative Muslims would not consider sending their children to anything other than an
Islamic school.
Most pesantren were founded a generation or more ago by charismatic religious leaders known
as Kyai. Most of the oldest and most important pesantren are led by Kyai who are descendants
of the founder. Kyai are, or are at least reputed to be, saintly figures. They embody and are
repositories of religious knowledge and spiritual power. Some are known for their spiritual
powers, including the ability to heal, control malevolent spirits, conduct exorcisms and prepare
charms and amulets, as much as for their skill at interpreting Islamic texts. Many are believed to
posses Ngelmu Ludani, the ability to acquire knowledge effortlessly and without study.
Students and other followers often accept their Kyai’s judgment and guidance concerning
religious, social and political issues without question. The Kyai’s status in the pesantren is often
compared with that of the raja (king) in a traditional Javanese state. They are thought to be
sources of blessing (barakah) as well as knowledge. It is customary for followers to kiss a Kyai’s
hand on greeting him or to touch his sleeve in hope of securing blessing through physical
contact. Even the dishes from which he has eaten and the water with which he performs
ablutions is thought to be holy. Kyai families are widely regarded as aristocrats and as holy
families. The wives, children and even grandchildren of prominent Kyai are also thought to be
sources of blessing and are treated with respect and deference. Even members who do not choose
to become religious scholars are highly respected members of their communities. Ngelmu Ludani
is believed to run in these families. The graves of important Kyai are major pilgrimages sites.
Thousands of people attend annual ceremonies (haul) commemorating the anniversaries of their
deaths. In many pesantren santri are required to congregate at the founder’s tomb to pray for him
and seek his blessing on a regular basis.
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The respect with which Kyai are regarded has significant implications for understanding counterradical discourse in Indonesia. A simple statement denouncing radicalism and violence by a
prominent Kyai carries more weight among traditional Indonesian Muslims than elaborate
educational programs designed by government ministries, NGOs and international donors.
Every pesantren is unique. The Islamic texts pupils study and the devotional practices they are
required to observe vary considerably, reflecting the learning religious orientation and practices
of the Kyai. The religious subjects taught in pesantren include various combinations of classical
Arabic, Qur’an recitation and exegesis, Islamic law, theology and, in many cases, mysticism. A
study of texts taught in pesantren and other Indonesian Islamic schools by Martin van
Bruinessen revealed that jurisprudence is the most common subject, followed Arabic grammar
and theology.[21] Most of the texts used are “classics” written in the pre-modern era. He does
not mention a single Islamist text. To the extent that such works are read, it is outside the formal
curriculum.
Each pesantren also has a unique set of devotional practices, often including some combination
of prayers in addition those required by Islamic law, fasting one or two days per week, tahlilan
(prayers for the dead) and pilgrimage to holy graves. Many are associated with one or more Sufi
brotherhoods.
Life in most pesantren is austere and discipline is strict. As many as twenty students live together
in a small room. Food is simple and often not at all tasty. There are two reasons for these
austerities. The first is to minimize expenses. The second is that living simply and eating
unappealing food is understood as a form of asceticism that turns attention away from worldly
matters and towards God. In many pesantren, televisions, radios, computer games and cell
phones are prohibited. At some of them students are allowed to leave the campus only one
afternoon per month. In most pesantren that accept female students there is strict gender
segregation. At Pondok Pesantren Lirboyo, for example, female students live and attend classes
in a walled compound. The only males allowed through the gate are teachers, grandfathers,
fathers and brothers. The purpose of this regimen is to keep worldly temptations from distracting
students from religious learning and devotions.
At many pesantren there are informal study groups in which students discuss topics they are
interested in that are not included in the formal curriculum. These sometimes include extremist
political and religious topics. Similar groups can be found at secular and Islamic secondary
schools and in universities as well as in many mosques. These groups are most often the vehicles
through which extremist teachings are spread. There are closed, highly secretive groups know as
pengagian tertutup (closed religious lessons). The presence of these closed discussion groups is a
key indicator of extremist activity. Even at Pesantren al-Mukmin, extremist teachings are not
part of the formal curriculum. What distinguishes extremist pesantren from others is that closed
discussion groups are organized by the teaching staff. These groups are very difficult to monitor,
much less regulate, especially at large pesantren or on university campuses. Mosque-based
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discussion groups are among the most important vehicles for spreading extremist teachings
among less educated and less privileged young people. They are even more difficult to monitor
or control than those conducted in pesantren or on university campuses. Mosques are public
spaces and are open to all believers. While there are regularly scheduled events at many mosques
in addition to the Friday congregational prayer, most are unoccupied most of the time. This
makes them ideal places for informal religious gatherings of all kinds. The presence of an
extremist discussion group does not, therefore, necessarily suggest that the mosque community,
as a whole, has extremist tendencies. There are however, some mosques, that are known to
sanction extremist activities, though usually only informally.
Wahabbism and Islamic Education in Indonesia
In Indonesia, the term Wahhabi is used in very imprecise ways. It can be used for individuals
and organizations that follow the theological teachings of Abd al-Wahhab. It is more commonly
used in a much wider sense for those who those who denounce interpretations of Islam other than
their own as unbelief and who regard Javanese and other Indonesian cultural traditions as
unbelief. Political change is only one part of a broader Islamist agenda. They also seek to
radically transform Indonesian Islam and cultures, using Saudi Arab cultural and religious praxis
as their model. Some do not accept the legitimacy of the Indonesian state and think that
nationalism and laws other than shari’ah are unbelief. They imagine an Islam that is free from
local elements and seek to substitute what they believe to be sunnah (the social and religious
practice of the Prophet Muhammad and his close companions) for indigenous culture. Abu Bakar
Ba’asyir’s political views were mentioned previously. He has spoken at mosques and on
university campuses across Indonesia. On these occasions, he spoke more frequently about these
religious issues than about explicitly political topics. In a sermon delivered at a Yogyakarta
mosque during Ramadan of 2009, he explained that he has nothing against Javanese culture except those parts of it which are “unbelief”. In his view at least 90% of Javanese culture is
“unbelief.” He went so far as to claim that the Javanese language is unbelief because of its
extensive use of honorifics. He peppered his remarks with frequent assertions that only “true
Muslims” would go to heaven and that most Indonesians will burn in Hell. There are, however,
clear links between his political and religious agendas. In a question and answer session after his
address he called Indonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono a kafir but explained that the
time is not ripe for violent struggle in Indonesia. He stated that Muslims are obligated to fight
against the United States and other NATO countries because they continue to wage aggressive
wars against the Muslim community. In a similar, but far less extreme vein, the Islamist political
party PKS (Partai Keadilan Sejahtera – Justice and Prosperity Party) denounced the much
beloved tradition of holding torch light processions (Takbir Keliling) on the final night of
Ramadan as being “not Islamic.” The rhetoric was softer, but the message was the same – local
cultures are among the enemies of Islam.
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Religious aspects of this movement and efforts to establish a Saudi-style Islamic state are
supported by the Saudi government, charities and individuals through scholarships, development
aid, subsidies for schools that teach Saudi style Wahhabi Islam as well as other financial
enticements. Since the late 1970s, there have been enormous flows of funds from Saudi Arabia to
Indonesia in support of this agenda. A substantial portion of this funding has been channeled
through Dewan Dakwah Islamiyah Indonesia (The Indonesian Society for the Propagation of
Islam). Saudis have fostering the belief that simply because they control access to the holy places
of Islam in Mecca and Medina that Saudi Arabs are somehow more “Islamic” than other
Muslims. This is why we have called this movement “Wahhabi Colonialism.”[22]
Most individuals and groups that hold such religious views are not violent. Some, including PKS
operate within the democratic political system. Their goal is to transform the state and society by
peaceful means. Others, known as the tarbiyah (education) Salafi groups are completely
apolitical.[23] They seek to establish islands of Islamic purity in what they believe to be a sea of
unbelief. They choose to ignore the state instead of fighting it, to practice Wahhabi-style Islam in
closed communities and to spread their beliefs through peaceful means. Many wear distinctive
“Arab” style clothing: calf-length trousers (isbal) or robes (jakabiyya) for men and usually,
though not always, black face veils (niqab) for women. Many Salafi men also have long beards.
It is a common, and unfortunate joke to link “celana pendek, jenggot panjang” or in English –
“short pants, long beard” to Wahhabism and political extremism.
In Indonesian discourse, a distinction is sometimes made between violent Wahhabis and pacifist
Salafis. There is, however, a tendency to group the two together as Salafi-Wahhabi. The tendency
to associate either or both with violence is an inaccurate and extremely regrettable overreaction
on the part of some Western observers as well as mainstream and progressive Indonesian
Muslims. It is true that most violent extremists hold Wahhabi religious views. But it is also true
that only a very small percentage of the people who hold Wahhabi religious views are violent
extremists. In a more general sense, to suggest that Wahhabi teachings are necessarily related to,
or cause, violent extremism is simply wrong. The political orientations of Indonesian Muslims
who share these religious beliefs include progressive democrats, violent extremists and
everything in between.
The Domestication of Wahhabi Islam: Pondok Pesantren Madrassahs Wathoniyah Islamiyah and
Muhammadiyah
Muhammadiyah schools and a small number of pesantren, including Pondok Pesantren
Madrassahsh Wathoniyah Islamiyah (PPMWI), teach texts written by al-Wahab or texts
summarizing his theological views. His works on the core Islamic doctrine of tauhid (The Unity
of God) are especially influential. Theologically, these schools stress a literalist understanding of
tauhid. Most Indonesian, and other, Muslims interpret this doctrine in ways that allow for the
intercession of saints on behalf of their devotees; they also believe in the efficacy of prayers for
the dead. Al-Wahab taught that there could be no intercessors between humans and God. He was
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also harshly critical of many aspects of popular Islamic devotionalism - especially of ziyarah
(visiting graves) and prayers for the dead. In this respect, his views were similar to those of the
Christian reformer Martin Luther and other leaders of the Protestant Reformation. Like European
Protestants, Indonesian followers of al-Wahab reject practices of saint veneration and visiting
tombs. Most, however, do not reject local cultural traditions and praxis to nearly the extent that
Ba’asyir and others like him do. Most are also Indonesian nationalists. To associate them with
extremist, anti-state political views does them a great injustice.
Al-Wahab’s teachings have been known in Indonesia since the early nineteenth century. While
clear evidence is hard to come by, it is likely that they were brought to what is now Indonesia by
pilgrims returning from Mecca during the first Wahhabi occupation of the Holy City
(1803-1811). Pondok Pesantren Madrassahs Wathoniyah Islamiyah was established in 1828
and is a legacy of these early influences. A second wave of Wahhabi influence reached Indonesia
in the early twentieth century. Muhammadiyah was founded in 1912 and combines Wahhabi
understandings of the Unity of God and ritual practice with modernist social and educational
agendas. Both reject the appellation Wahhabi and distance themselves from the third wave of
Wahhabi influence that began the 1960s. This third wave differs from its predecessors in that it is
supported by a foreign state with enormous resources and seeks to establish cultural hegemony
as well as religious orthodoxy. In this respect Muhammadiyah and PPMWI could not be more
different from the “New Wahhabism” because both have integrated al-Wahab’s religious
teachings and Indonesian, and more specifically Javanese, culture. Neither would claim that 90%
of local culture is based on unbelief. Both understand themselves as being a part of, not distinct
from culture and tradition.
Muhammadiyah
With approximately thirty million members, Muhammadiyah is Indonesia’s, and the worlds,
largest Muslim modernist organization. Its social teachings concerning modernity and education
build on those of the nineteenth century Egyptian reformer Muhammad Abduh (1849-1905). On
religious matters Muhammadiyah’s teachings closely resemble those of al-Wahab. It shares his
understanding of the doctrine of the unity of God and vigorously opposes what it considers to be
innovation (bid’ah) in ritual matters. It stresses strict conformity with what the organization
considers to be the practice of the Prophet Muhammad and his close companions. Opposition the
practice of visiting tombs is one of Muhammadiyah’s most important and best known teachings.
[24]
At the same time Javanese traditions and customs play very important roles in the lives of many
Muhammadiyah people. The organization is remarkably tolerant towards elements of Indonesian
and especially Javanese Islam, it officially condemns. It was founded inside the walls of the
Yogyakarta palace by Kyai Achamad Dahlan who was an official at the state mosque of the
Sultanate. Muhammadiyah members continue to participate in palace rituals, including elaborate
celebrations of the birth of the Prophet Muhammad, which Indonesian Islamists denounce as
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unbelief. The Pengulu, the chief Islamic official of the Yogyakarta Sultanate, is responsible for
the administration of hundreds of holy graves. The office has been held by Muhammadiyah
members since the 1930s. Some Muhammadiyah members continue the practice of praying for
the dead, but make it clear that they are not seeking blessing from them in the way that more
traditional Indonesian Muslims do.
Muhammadiyah has always been strongly nationalist, but as an organization has refrained from
involvement in electoral and other forms of “practical” politics. When Muhammadiyah members
speak politically, they speak for themselves, not the organization. Like other mainstream Muslim
organizations Muhammadiyah strongly denounced the July 2009 Jakarta bombings.
Muhammadiyah leaders and the vast majority of rank and file members oppose all acts of
violence committed in God’s name. They also defend al-Wahab’s theology and deeply resent its
appropriation to justify violence. Writing in one of Muhammadiyah’s official publications,
Haedar Nashir acknowledges the similarities of Muhammadiyah and Wahhabi understandings of
tauhid and their shared objective of restoring Islam to its pristine condition by purging it of
unbelief (khufrat) and polytheism (shirk). He does not whole-heartedly endorse Wahhabism and
explains that Muhammadiyah’s theology is more closely related to that of Muhammad Abduh.
[25]
In response to the recent tendencies in the Indonesian and international press to link al-Wahab’s
religious teachings with terrorism, Muhammadiyah leader, Dr. Yunahar Ilyas, explained that alWahab was not a “fanatic” and that his goal was only to purify Islam. [26] Muhammadiyah has
shared this goal since its founding in 1912. It is, at the same time, a movement that remains
deeply committed to the idea of Indonesia and to the diversity of Indonesian cultures. This
clearly sets it apart from transnational Wahhabism.
Pondok Pesantren Madrassahsh Wathoniyah Islamiyah (PPMWI)
PPMWI is a mid-sized pesantren located in Kebarongan in the Banyumas region of Central Java.
It is of limited national significance but provides an especially cogent example of how the
appropriation of al-Wahab’s teachings by violent groups has sullied the name of progressive
organizations that share his understanding of the Unity of God. PPMWI has been mentioned in
the Indonesian press as a center of radical teachings because a handful of people who
subsequently became terrorists studied there in the late 1980s and early 1990s. [27] Ahmad
Bunyan Wahib makes similar accusations in his MA thesis from the National University of
Malaysia [28] and other writings that are broadly disseminated online in English and Indonesian.
[29]
These accusations are not correct. [30] According to family tradition, a Kyai who had spent more
than twenty years studying in Mecca founded PPMWI in the mid-nineteenth. Originally, only
religious subjects were taught. PPMWI was reorganized as a madrassahs in 1878. This makes it
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one of the oldest pesantren in Java. Today it is run by members of his family and has
approximately 1,300 students. It is known for educational excellence and theological
conservatism. Many alumni have gone on to study for advanced degrees at secular universities in
Indonesia, Malaysia and the United States (including Arizona State University). Some now hold
important positions in education, public service and government.
The religious curriculum centers on very conservative interpretations of tauhid. Fathul Majid,
which is one of al-Wahab’s clearest statements concerning the doctrine of the Unity of God and
which strongly denounces modes of religious practice including visiting graves that are common
in Java, is one of the core texts. PPMWI is one of the very few pesantren at which the veneration
of graves is not allowed. One of the factors that distinguish PPMWI from radical groups is that
they teach only the Arabic original Fathul Majid while many extremist Islamists rely on an
Indonesian translation of an Arabic commentary by the Saudi Islamist scholar Syaikh Abdul Aziz
Abdullah bin Baz. Teachers at PPMWI consider that version of the text to be highly suspect
because of bin Baz’s extremist views. Jihad is not part of the curriculum nor is anti-state Islamist
globalism. In addition to religious subjects, PPMWI teaches an Indonesian governmentapproved secular curriculum and has a strong nationalist orientation. Students wear uniforms
similar to those required at other Indonesian schools and are not allowed to adopt the “Arabic”
dress and mannerisms characteristic of Islamist extremists.
PPMWI is deeply involved in the local community. It is the community school and has provided
basic education for local children for generations. It has a much larger enrollment that the local
government school. It depends almost exclusively on tuition payments and donations from the
local community for financial support. It is a center for the collection and distribution of charity
in the region. More than a thousand people participate in communal prayers on Id al-Fitri, the
holy day at the end of Ramadan. In his 2009 Id sermon, the current Kyai spoke of democracy,
religious and social harmony and the importance of education for girls and women. There is a
bedug, a large drum played to accompany the call to prayer at the pesantren mosque. It is played
throughout the night at the end of Ramadan. This is important because the bedug is widely
recognized as an important symbol of Javanese Islam and because many Indonesian Islamists
consider it to be an unlawful religious innovation. [31]
Members of the family that has managed PPMWI for more than a century visit and pay respect
to all members of the local community, including those who have very different understandings
of Islam, on the morning of the Id. They are actively involved in conversations about social and
religious issues with leaders of other Muslim organizations as well as with Christians, and
Buddhists since they regard all human beings as God’s creations and the children of Adam and
Eve.
PPMWI and most other pesantren not only do not promote extremist views, they actively oppose
them and expel students and teachers who hold them. At PPMWI, students who wear the calve
length trousers and have long beards (men) or burqah (women), that many Indonesians associate
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with religious and political extremism, are interviewed concerning their extracurricular activities
and especially the types of religious study groups they participate in. Those suspected of
harboring radical political views are first asked to discontinue participation in Islamist groups
and if the refuse, are not allowed to continue their studies and asked to leave. This does not, of
course, remove them from extremist circles, and some have subsequently found their ways to
Pesantren Al-Mukmin. Ahmad Bunyan Wahib mentions the fact that some former teachers went
on to found extremist schools and foundations. He does not mention the fact that they had been
asked to leave PPMWI. He confuses combating extremism with promoting extremism.
Muhammadiyah and NU have adopted similar tactics in attempt to take back schools as mosques
that have come under the influence or control of extremist groups. [32]
Muhammadiyah PPMWI and the Domestication of Wahhabi Teachings
Muhammadiyah and PPMWI are rooted in thoroughly domesticated version of al-Wahab’s
teachings. By “domesticated” we mean that his teachings about the Unity of God and ritual
performance are taught and lived in the context of local culture, tradition and Indonesian
nationalism. In neither case did the import of novel religious teachings lead to the wholesale
abandonment of the existing cultural order. Only those practices which were clearly in conflict
with the newly received interpretations of the doctrine of the Unity of God were abandoned.
Neither attempted to replace Javanese with Arab cultural praxis in the way that New Wahhabis
do. In both cases there was never an attempt to change linguistic terminology, kinship and
marriage systems or even more easily transformed identity markers such as clothing. As far as
clothing is concerned Muhammadiyah has moved away from tradition in the opposite direction
because it has long allowed men to wear trousers when at prayer. Both reject limitations on
women’s rights as supported by many of the New Wahhabis.
One of the reasons for the seamless integration of Javanese and other Indonesian cultures and alWahab’s theology is that the process was driven by local religious concerns and was not linked to
foreign political, financial or military power. The founders and subsequent generations of leaders
of Muhammadiyah and PPMWI have relied on the power of persuasion and the financial
resources they could garner from the Indonesian Muslim community.
Theological conflicts between these and similar organizations and traditional Muslims have been
intense, at times even bitter – with charges of unbelief and apostasy made by all parties.
Disputes between Muhammadiyah and NU have figured prominently in Indonesian religious
discourse for nearly a century. What brings them together today is a common dislike and fear of
the political and religious extremism which both now call Wahhabis. PPMWI is a local religious
movement that began to attract national attention only when it was falsely linked to Wahhabism
and terrorism. There are Muslims in Kebarongan who do not accept its religious teachings and
will not pray at the pesantren mosque. This theological conflict mirrors those between
Muhammadiyah and NU at the national level.
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Neither attempts to use an Arab blueprint for the transformation of local culture. Both have
strong nationalist and democratic orientations and oppose the cultural colonialism of the New
Wahhabism.
Pesantren Education as Counter-Radicalism
Pesantren education works against extremism because it provides students with knowledge of,
and appreciation for, the complexities of Islamic thought. Former Australian Foreign Minister
Downer’s claim that pesantren graduates are, “great experts on the Koran” is an overstatement. A
few are, most learn only the basics of Quranic exegesis, Islamic theology and law. But what they
do learn makes them far more resistant to extremist propaganda than Muslims who have only
secular educations. Extremist propaganda relies heavily on dalil´ (religious proofs) consisting of
short passages from the Qur’an and Hadith (traditions concerning the speech and behavior of the
Prophet Muhammad) concerning jihad. These are often quoted out of context, in isolation from
immediately preceding or following verses, which limit their application. They usually ignore the
ways in which the verses citied are explained in classical exegetical works (tafsir) which
emphasize the social and political contexts in which they were revealed in the case of the
Qur’an, or in which the Prophet Muhammad spoke, in the case of Hadith. Most are not familiar
with the complexities of classical Arabic grammar, which is of central importance in Islamic
hermeneutics. Many do not know Arabic at all and rely on a combination of Indonesian
translations and extremist oral tradition about what the Qur’an allegedly says. Young people
who do not have solid Islamic educations can easily be misled by appeals to seemingly clear
textual references to violence. Students who have been schooled in Qur’an and Hadith
scholarship are not so easily fooled. They tend to view jihadi rhetoric as simplistic distortions of
Islamic teachings because they have the theological tools necessarily to deconstruct it. The more
people know about Islam, the less likely they are to become radicals. Pesantren are among the
most important sources of this knowledge.
Some pesantren now explicitly address issues of extremism in their curriculum. Pondok
Pesantren Pabelan in Magelan in Central Java is one example. At this school students are
required to take a class on comparative religion. Because Christianity is Indonesia’s largest
minority religion, it receives the most attention. The texts used in this class are simple, but
accurate and free from polemics. They are comparable with those used in World Religions
classes at universities in the United States. To encourage inter-religious communication and
harmony, the pesantren also sponsors “inter-faith” soccer matches with the local Jesuit school.

Celebrating Islam and Culture as Counter-Radicalism
Teaching young people about the complexities of Islamic thought is one way to immunize them
against radical propaganda. It is an arduous and demanding intellectual task. Most people have
neither the inclination nor the desire to become ulama (Muslim scholars).
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Fortunately there are other vaccines against extremism that are easier to administer. The
devotional practices cultivated in pesantren are one, if for no other reason than Wahhabis think
that they are unbelief and that people who engage in them will go to Hell. People who believe in
Hell, and most Indonesian Muslims do, do not like being told that they are going there.
Celebrating Islam and Muslim cultures is also immunization because most extremists oppose
local, culturally specific Muslim celebrations and think that people who participate in them will
go to hell.
Public celebrations of Islam also help to build a sense of community and promote social ties
which transcend theological differences. They are also fun. That is important, especially for
young people. Promoting these celebrations is one of the ways in which Muhammadiyah and
PPMWI have domesticated al-Wahab’s teachings and resist the “Arabization” promoted by
others who share these beliefs. Their enthusiastic participation in Takbir Keliling celebrations at
the end of Ramadan, on the eve of Id al-Fitri, or Lebaran as it is more commonly known, is a
clear example.
Lebaran is the most important Muslim holy day in Indonesia. Millions of people travel long
distances to spend the holiday with relatives in their native towns and villages. Takbir Keliling is
one of the culturally specific ways in which Indonesians celebrate Lebaran.
Takbir Keliling are torch light processions held the night before Lebaran throughout Indonesia.
They are sponsored by towns, villages, Muslim organizations, and of course pesantren. Takbir is
the Arabic term for the expression “Allah Akbar” (God is Great). This expression is used in the
call to prayer and in the performance of the obligatory five daily prayers. Informally it is often
used as an expression of joy or other strong emotion. Unfortunately, in the West it is now
associated with Muslim extremism because it is often used as an Islamist battle cry. The best
known Indonesian example is that of Imam Samudera, who, when sentenced to death for his role
in the Bali bombings smiled and shouted “Allah Akbar!” [33] Extremists do not “own” the
expression “Allah Akbar!”, as much as they might like to. Muslims of every theological and
political persuasion use it all the time.
“Keliling” is an Indonesia word meaning to walk around. In Takbir Keliling processions young
people walk, or ride in trucks or on motorcycles, though the streets of villages, towns and cities,
chanting “Allah Akbar!” to celebrate completion of the fast of Ramadan. In Kebarongan it is a
community affair in which Muslims of all religious orientations participate. Groups of young
people including a contingent from PPMWI converge on the local government offices where the
end of Ramadan is officially announced. There are vendors selling snacks, drinks and fireworks.
For adults, and especially those who have returned home for the holiday, it is a chance to meet
and catch up with old friends. It is a relatively simple affair, but one which symbolizes the unity
of the Muslim community on the most important religious holiday. On this occasion, theological
differences mean almost nothing – people meet simply as friends, neighbors, relatives and fellow
Muslims. It is also fun. The next morning they also visit relatives and neighbors and ask
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forgiveness for any harm they may have caused in the past year. Again, theological differences
do not matter on this occasion; social relationships, and especially family relationships, are more
important than theology or politics.
In Yogyakarta Muhammadiyah stages an elaborate Ramadan Carnival. Groups of students from
Muhammadiyah schools spend the entire month constructing elaborate illuminated floats that are
carried around the city. The procession begins and ends at the Great Mosque which is the sacred
center of both Muhammadiyah and the Sultanate of Yogyakarta. In 2008 there were floats
depicting the Qur’an, Muhammadiyah symbols, the Great Mosque, and even a Chinese mosque.
Marchers were dressed in costumes resembling those of Yogyakarta palace guards, desert Arabs,
Pharaonic Egyptians and Chinese Dancers. There were numerous drum bands which are
enormously popular with young Indonesian Muslims. People explained that the purpose was to
celebrate Lebaran and the unity of the local and global Muslim communities. The mayor of
Yogyakarta awarded trophies for the best bands and floats and in a short address explained that
Takbir Keliling is an Islamic celebration that is also part of Indonesian culture.
This is an annual event. Tens of thousands of people gather in the center of the city to watch the
parade. Just as in Kebarongan there are vendors and opportunities to meet old friends.
Muhammadiyah sponsors the event, but that does not matter very much. Just as in Kebarongan
theological differences mean almost nothing – people meet simply as friends, neighbors,
relatives and fellow Muslims. It is also fun.
Takbir Keliling is an Indonesian tradition that is greatly valued by Muslims of almost all kinds. It
is not mentioned in the Qur’an or in the Hadith; there is no evidence that the Prophet
Muhammad staged such festivals. For these reasons, some of the New Wahhabis consider it to be
haram (forbidden). Most Indonesians, including those who accept many of al-Wahab’s religious
teachings could not disagree more.
There is a very basic fact about extremist Islam that is almost never mentioned in the scholarly
literature. It is not fun and extremists seek to eliminate most parts of Muslim cultures that are.
Having fun in a Muslim way is not counter-radical discourse. It is counter-radical action.
Both Muhammadiyah and PPMWI are committed to spreading reformed theology.At the same
time are actively engaged with others who have quite different understandings of Islam. This
tells us two very important things about al-Wahab’s theology. The first is that it is not inherently
violent. The second is that it does not necessary lead to intolerance or religious chauvinism.
Muhammadiyah and PPMWI show very clearly that there are mainstream, progressive Islams
rooted in “Wahhabi teachings.”

If not Islamic Schools: What is the Problem?
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It is easy to lay the blame for the rise of violent extremism and terrorist bombings at the feet of
Islamic schools. It is also easy to complain that if only the Indonesian police were more efficient,
it would be possible to capture or kill terrorist leaders and “roll up” extremist networks. Actually,
Indonesian security forces have become quite adept at capturing or killing terrorists. Noordin
Top was killed in a police raid on September 16th. Responding to this event, Sidney Jones of the
International Crisis Group, a leading expert on JI, stated: “It means the leadership of the one
major group dedicated to attacks on foreign targets is weakened. But it doesn’t mean an end to
terrorism.” [34] That is correct. It is also correct to state that closing pesantren such as al
Mukmin would decapitate Indonesia’s subculture of Islamist extremism but would not eliminate
it.
Today, Indonesian secular universities are centers of what Oliver Roy calls “NeoWahabism.” [35] Regarding both religion and culture, its adherents look towards the Middle East
and especially Saudi Arabia for guidance and financial support. Culturally and religiously this
social movement is a complicated amalgam or what in Indonesian is often called Gado-Gado
(mixed salad) of religious teachings, symbols and ideologies from which individuals and
communities pick and choose. It is not a coherent theology and in this respect is very different
from Muhammadiyah and PPMWI. The “Muslim Fair” we described in an earlier publication is
an example of this diversity.[36] Products range from explicitly jihadi books and videos, to the
writings of al-Wahhab, contemporary Islamist thinkers including bin Baz, Hasan al-Bana and
Sayyid Qutb to books on business management, Islamic marriage and child care. There are even
books on how to improve TOEFL scores. What these diverse groups have in common are
advocacy of some form of Neo-Wahabism as religious belief, ritual performance and life style
and perception that this “pure” Islam is threatened by internal and external enemies, including
jahiliyah (ignorance), bid’ah (innovation) and kufarat (unbelief) from within the Muslim
community and some combinational of “Global Capitalism” and cabals of “Crusaders and Jews”
who allegedly seek to destroy it from without.
Large numbers of formal and informal groups crystallize within this cultural-religious milieu.
Some grow out of informal study groups that are important elements of Indonesian campus life.
Others center on charismatic teachers. In both cases the young people most likely to find Islamist
teaching attractive are those who know not the most, but the least about Islam. Many are the
children of middle and only “culturally Muslim” upper class families. This is a very diverse
social category that can only be characterized in negative ways. They are Muslims who have
minimal religious knowledge or education. Many are much less than fully observant and pray
only occasionally, if at all. Many celebrate Muslim Holy days in much the same way that
secularized American Christians celebrate Christmas. Most are students in the hard sciences or
technical fields including Computer Science and Engineering. Once they discover Islam, they
bring highly “rational” positivistic epistemologies to their study of it and have little patience with
theological subtitles that are characteristic of traditional Muslim discourse. Few are students
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from humanities or social science departments, and fewer still are serious students of Islam or
comparative religion.
Like young people everywhere, many Indonesian students arrive on campus lonely, frightened
and as much in search of identity as education. Many know that they are Muslim, but are not
entirely certain what this means. Campus mosques (almost all of which are controlled by
Islamists) and other religious organizations are well prepared to tell them what is, and what is not
Islam, what to think, and how to behave. The religious environment on many campuses is such
that Islamists of one variety or another have an open recruitment field. Their recruitment
strategies are simultaneously simple and sophisticated. They offer young people friendship,
identity, and community. Recruitment techniques include sports and martial arts clubs, study
groups, free meals, outings and other recreational activities. Some even give cell phones to
students who do not already have them. For an Indonesian university student not to have a cell
phone is too embarrassing for words.
Anyone who remembers being a college freshman known exactly how important these things
are. Of course Islam is always part of the package. For people who know very little about their
own faith, Neo-Wahhabi teachings can be very appealing because they are very simple. They
provide clear guidelines for what one must do and think to be a “good” Muslim. They also
provide clear criteria for distinguishing “good” Muslims from heretics and unbelievers. These
usually take the form of things that are “wajib” (obligation) and “haram” (forbidden) that far
exceed those accepted by most Indonesian Muslims. This fosters a strong sense of communal
identity and a tendency to view people outside the boundaries as less than fully Muslim, if not
actually kafir (unbelievers).
As people are drawn more deeply into these communities, they are told what they must read (or
watch) and what and who they must shun. Extremist teachings are introduced gradually and only
to those who are considered likely targets and good catches. Often, the final step in the
recruitment process is an arranged marriage, which for women may be polygamous. This
establishes complex networks of social relationships and obligations. It also constitutes a very
clear break with the past because the young person’s family is often not involved in the planning.
These marriages also serve to strengthen identity and group solidarity. They establish a network
of social relationships based on family and religion – which are the two most important sources
of identity in many Indonesian cultures. These bonds are so strong that even people who have
left communities based on them are generally very reluctant to do anything that would betray
them. No matter what they may do, members of these communities are “family.” In Indonesia,
these ties are very strong and often transcend politics. The strength of these bonds makes it very
difficult for people to leave extremist communities.
Most of the people involved in these networks do not participate in, or advocate, violence. Most
live quiet, if not normal, lives. Neighbours and relatives often remark that they are extremely
religious, and that they tend to keep to themselves, but generally speaking they are pleasant and
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polite. Many are active in local mosques, and because of their determination and intense
religious commitments often assume leadership positions that enable them to spread extremist
religious teachings. Other become involved with, or “infiltrate” established social and religious
organizations. Some continue their studies at Islamist schools in Indonesia, Pakistan, Egypt, or
Saudi Arabia. Many of these young people become teachers in secular or religious schools when
they return home. Many of the women do not complete their educations. In the vast majority of
cases, they do not engage in any activities that would draw the attention of the authorities or
make them subject to prosecution under any but the most repressive security regimen
imaginable.
Some of these groups are politically active. All or almost all of those who are, support PKS.
Others are entirely a-political. Only a small minority endorses violence and even fewer
participate in it. This being said, the degree to which they view existing religious, social and
political institutions as illegitimate and accept religiously and culturally extremist views
heightens their susceptibility to political extremism.
There is no easy answer to this problem. It is possible, and indeed likely, that over time that
elements of Neo-Wahhabism will be domesticated and become stable elements of the mosaic of
Indonesian Islam. It is also clear that Islamic education is one of the keys to halting, or at least
slowing the spread of extremist ideologies. Those who fear Muhammadiyah, PPMWI and similar
groups committed to this mission because they follow al-Wahab’s teachings concerning the
Unity of God are sadly mistaken.
The 9/11 Commission Report stated that: “Education that teaches tolerance, the dignity and
value of each individual, and respect for different beliefs is a key element in any global strategy
to eliminate Islamist terrorism.” [37] This is what almost all pesantren, including PPMWI, and
Muhammadiyah do.
Celebrating Islam in ways that transcend theological differences is also important. People from
PPMWI and Muhammadiyah do this too – and have fun doing it. That is also important.
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The Pakistani Madrassah and Terrorism: Made and Unmade
Conclusions from the Literature
by Nikhil Raymond Puri
Abstract:
This paper revisits the relationship between Pakistani religious schools and terrorism. While
much of the literature informs the enduring perception that madrassahs breed terror, some recent
studies have begun to question the extent to which religious schools drive militancy. The analysis
below balances these ostensibly incompatible positions – alarm and skepticism are equally
misplaced. With a focus on evidence, and warranted and unwarranted conclusions provided by
the literature, this paper seeks to establish what we do and do not know about the madrassahterrorism relationship. In the process, it renders a preliminary mechanism linking the madrassah
to the terroristic incident.
Introduction
Since 9/11, analysts have desperately combined estimates and educated guesses to maneuver the
unknowns of Pakistan’s madrassah landscape. For much of the last decade, the only certainty
with regard to this elusive institution was its indisputable role in promoting terrorism. Yet recent
scholarship questions the true threat posed by Pakistani madrassahs. Questions have evolved
from how best to reform Pakistan’s madrassahs to whether or not to do so. Concerns have shifted
from the alarmist view that madrassahs are “weapons of mass instruction,” to the skeptical
position that the madrassah merely presents a “scapegoat” amidst other more worrying sources
of radicalisation.
This paper reviews the literature on Pakistani madrassahs as discussed in the context of
terrorism. Lest one get carried away by alarmist generalisation or skeptical vindication, it seeks
to put in perspective the arguments housed by the literature. Towards this end, the paper is
broken down into six sections:
•! Section one uses counterfactual analysis to establish that madrassahs facilitating terrorism
constitute important, yet far from exclusive, avenues of radicalisation.
•! Section two addresses the prevalence of madrassahs in Pakistan and the proportion of
Pakistani children enrolled in religious schools. It suggests that only a small minority of
Pakistani youth is exposed to militant madrassahs. Keeping these findings in mind,
sections three to six explore the why, when, and how of the militant madrassah’s
contribution to terrorism.
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•! Section three studies the impetus for Islam in Pakistani politics – is it primarily top-down,
or does it also respond to demands from below?
•! Examining the history of internal and external patronage of Pakistani madrassahs, section
four proceeds to show that top-down engineering was essential in generating the militant
amongst Pakistan’s madrassahs.
•! Section five reconciles the alarmist’s stance that madrassahs are “incubators of terrorism”
with empirical observations that few militants come from religious schools. It shows that
madrassah graduates are recruited as terrorists when alternative sources of militant supply
are either undesirable or unavailable.
•! Section six presents the main non-educational functions of the militant madrassah –
radicalising to-be terrorists, providing a transit point for pre-radicalised visitors, and
generating public support for extremist violence.
For the purpose of this discussion, a madrassah is defined as a religious school attended on a fulltime basis. This definition stresses the institution’s role as a substitute (not supplement) to
Pakistan’s mainstream public and private schools, thus differentiating it from maktabs (part-time
religious institutions).
Probing the Counterfactual
The literature on Pakistani madrassahs suggests that the presence of a madrassah is an
unnecessary and insufficient precondition for terrorism. With regard to necessity, the
counterfactual – that the absence of a madrassah is accompanied by the absence of terrorism –
fails to withstand empirical scrutiny. Ironically, the single event that most successfully brought
madrassahs to the forefront of international attention – 9/11 – was executed by 19 men, none of
whom graduated from a madrassah.[1] Instead, they were educated in “Western-style
institutions.” [2] Such evidence of “high quality” terrorists is not uncommon.[3] In examining
the profiles of 79 terrorists involved in “five of the worst anti-Western terrorist strikes in recent
memory” (the 1993 World Trade Center bombings, the 1998 Africa embassy bombings,
September 11, the 2002 Bali nightclub bombings, and the 2005 London bombings), Peter Bergen
and Swati Pandey find the average terrorist to be well educated. While 54 per cent of their
sample had attended college, the authors point out that “only 52 per cent of Americans can claim
similar academic credentials.”[4] Marc Sageman similarly observes a relatively strong
correlation between educational achievement and terrorism. He samples 172 terrorists to find
that a majority exhibit above-average educational qualifications with respect to the societies to
which they belong.[5] Surely the literature abounds with pairings of high-profile terrorists on one
hand, and the respectability of their profession or alma mater, on the other: Omar Sheikh
attended the London School of Economics, Ayman al Zawahiri was a pediatric surgeon,
Mohammad Atta studied architecture, so on and so forth. Thus, as Christopher Candland notes,
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“there is no evidence that an education in the sciences [or any other non-religious subject]
ensures students will not become militants.” [6]
The counterfactual has also been probed in a Pakistan-specific context. To the extent that the
9/11 Commission Report is correct in terming madrassahs “incubators of violent extremism,” in
Pakistan they do not operate alone. According to Andrew Coulson, “the presumption that
Pakistan’s state schools promote tolerance is mistaken.”[7] Instead, suggests Pervez Hoodbhoy,
“Pakistani schools – and not just [madrassahs] – are churning out fiery zealots, fuelled with a
passion for jihad and martyrdom.”[8] The Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI) tells
us that the public school curriculum exposes students to “material that is directly contrary to the
goals and values of a progressive, moderate and democratic Pakistan.”[9] In a 2003 survey, Tariq
Rahman compared “militancy and tolerance” among students of religious, Urdu-medium public,
and English-medium private schools in Pakistan. Though based on a potentially unrepresentative
sample, Rahman’s findings suggest that public school graduates are only moderately more
tolerant than the madrassah student. Asked whether Pakistan should prioritise taking “Kashmir
away from India by open war,” 40 per cent of public school respondents said “yes” compared to
60 per cent of madrassah students and 26 percent of private school students who shared this
sentiment. Similarly, when asked whether they approved of taking “Kashmir away from India by
supporting jihadi groups,” 33 per cent of public-schooled respondents said “yes” compared to 53
per cent of madrassah students and 22 per cent of those in private schools.[10] Another
indication that non-religious schools conduce to militancy emerges from recent work on deradicalisation. Project Sabawoon, aimed at “the de-radicalisation and de-indoctrination of
captured young suicide bombers” in the Pakistani province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa houses 84
young radicals, a majority of whom studied in government schools (not madrassahs) prior to
their recruitment by militants.[11] Coupled with the fact that only 54 per cent of Pakistanis are
literate, such observations lead Rebecca Winthrop and Corinne Graff of the Brookings Institution
to conclude that “Pakistan’s low attainment ratios and poor quality of schooling in and of
themselves” propel militancy across the country.”[12]
As part of its ongoing effort to remedy this situation, the U.S. committed $264.7 million for 2010
towards basic education in Pakistan. But some scholars express doubt in any reform programme
targeted primarily at the public sector. They question the wisdom in promoting a public school
system that has proven to be “sectarian, pro-jihad, and anti-minority.”[13] Even if their curricula
were relatively neutral, a massive injection of funds alone may not be capable of reviving
Pakistani public schools. Coulson warns that public schooling systems can fall short even in
countries like the United States where the government spends “nearly $10,000 per pupil per
year.”[14] Coulson encourages donors to shift their attention towards fee-charging private
schools where parental oversight and adequate incentive structures are in place.[15]
This discussion of proposed reform strategies is intended only to reinforce a central point of
agreement that runs through the literature – one need not attend a madrassah to become a
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terrorist, neither in Pakistan nor anywhere else. If madrassahs constitute potentially useful
ingredients in the manifestation of terrorism, they also exhibit some level of dispensability in its
underlying (causal) mechanism. Their capacity to radicalise competes with other viable and
arguably more prevalent avenues of indoctrination. It is important to note, however, that
evidence towards dispensability by no means implies exoneration. While this section establishes
only that madrassahs are not required for terrorism to take place, the following section considers
the literature’s treatment of an equally important fact – a minority of Pakistani madrassahs are
involved in terrorism.
Counting Pakistan’s Militant Madrassahs
Disagreement persists with regard to the headcount of Pakistani madrassahs as with the total
population of students enrolled therein. A number of factors make it difficult to determine
Pakistan’s true madrassah population. For one, a chain of madrassahs run by a single trust is
often registered as one institution. Conversely, an institution of religious learning (such as a
maktab) that assumes only a subset of the responsibilities of the madrassah is often considered a
full-fledged madrassah.[16] Most importantly, however, the voluntary nature of registration
makes it very likely that a significant proportion of madrassahs remains invisible. Struggling to
accept one guess over another, most scholars agree to disagree within a particularly broad (and
generally unhelpful) range of 10,000 to 45,000 madrassahs.[17]
Since the total tally of Pakistani madrassahs remains unknown, one cannot rely on
“establishment surveys” (which add enrolment numbers for each individual institution) to
determine total enrolment.[18] Consequently, a World Bank study by Tahir Andrabi, Jishnu Das,
Asim Ijaz Khwaja and Tristan Zajonc tries to achieve this task by relying on a combination of
“household surveys” wherein each household is probed on the enrolment status of every child.
Its assessment, which most scholars accept as fairly reliable, suggests that only about 0.3 per cent
of Pakistanis aged five to 20 years attend madrassahs. Though districts bordering Afghanistan
exhibit higher madrassah enrolment, Andrabi et al. argue, it never exceeds 7.5 per cent.[19]
Allowing for an annual enrolment growth rate of five per cent for every year since their last
survey and including a further 15 per cent for orphans who evade any household survey, Andrabi
et al. “arrive at a liberal estimate” of 475,000 madrassah students.[20]
What do such estimates imply for the relationship between Pakistani madrassahs and militancy?
Winthrop and Graff present the “fact that there are far fewer [madrassahs] in Pakistan as a share
of all schools than previously thought” as partial refutation of “the argument that [madrassahs]
are primarily responsible for the rise in militancy.”[21] That madrassahs constitute the “primary”
force behind militancy, however, is a claim few scholars make. A brief examination (in section
four) of the institution’s top-down manipulation towards political objectives sufficiently
demonstrates that the madrassah, to the extent that it is involved in militancy, functions as a tool
– no more than an intermediate variable in causal terms. Winthrop and Graff’s argument also
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implies that madrassahs are able to promote militancy by virtue of their market share in
Pakistan’s larger educational landscape. Such an assumption, however, is misplaced.
According to historian William Dalrymple, “it is not madrassahs per se that are the problem so
much as the militant atmosphere and indoctrination taking place in a handful of notorious centers
of ultra-radicalism.”[22] Lending a number to this problematic “handful,” the literature presents
us with the (admittedly unsubstantiated) suggestion that 10 to 15 per cent of Pakistan’s
madrassahs have militant affiliations.[23] Working with Andrabi et al.’s “liberal” figure of
475,000 madrassah students, and assuming a uniform distribution of students across militant and
non-militant madrassahs, a 10 percent “militancy rate” tells us that some 47,500 students attend
Pakistan’s militant madrassahs at any given time. Though Andrabi et al.’s estimate deflates by as
much as 200 per cent, the pool of potential militant recruits, it is difficult to conclude, as
Winthrop and Graff do, that 47,500 individuals “are too few to have a major impact on militancy
across the country.”[24]
What can be deduced from the low market share of religious schools is that as a proportion of the
population Pakistani madrassah students are fewer than initially thought and that as a
consequence those exhibiting militant affiliations are still fewer. Evidence provided by the
literature does not justify claims to the effect that this reduced prevalence coincides with a
diminished motivation or capacity to influence militancy. The literature is certain that: 1)
madrassahs are not required for terrorism to occur; and, 2) graduates of a majority of madrassahs
will likely remain uninvolved in terrorism. With these points in mind, the remainder of this paper
narrows its focus to discuss more strictly the minority of militant madrassahs that do help in
promoting terrorism, and the manner in which they do so.
Islam in Pakistan – Instrumental or Primordial?
Reliance on Islam as a political tool has been a hallmark of Pakistan’s leadership, whether
civilian or military. The extent of this reliance has ranged from ad hoc “Islamic” postures to
pervasive religious institutionalisation. Ayub Khan placed himself on the spontaneous end of the
spectrum when he sought the support of the ulema (clergy) to discredit Fatima Jinnah in her
presidential bid. Similarly, Yahya Khan backed Islamist parties in East and West Pakistan when
challenged by Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and Mujibur Rahman. Bhutto continued in this tradition of
insincere religiosity when faced with pressure from the Jamat-e-Islami (JI, Islamic Party), Jamiat
Ulema-e-Islam (JUI, Islamic Party of Religious Leaders), and Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan (JUP,
Party of Religious Leaders of Pakistan) [25]. He declared Pakistan an Islamic state, banned
liquor shops, declared Friday a weekly holiday, embarked on his pet projects of “Islamic
socialism” and the “Islamic bomb,” and declared Ahmadis non-Muslims. If these leaders used
Islam in an ad hoc and blatantly instrumental manner, Gen Zia-ul Haq gave people more reason
to trust his sincerity. A practicing Muslim, Zia sought to establish an Islamic society and
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economy. Concrete steps in this direction included the Zakat and Ushr Ordinance,[26] the
Hudood Ordinance,[27] and instructions towards regular observance of prayers.
But underlying Zia’s religiosity was a well-calculated political logic. In surveying the nature and
content of Islamisation measures, Hina Jilani finds that Zia implemented Islam only in those
areas where he sought to curtail rights.[28] Omar Noman tells us that in the political domain
Zia’s Islamisation measures were intended to legitimise military supremacy while in the social
realm they were aimed at extending state control to individuals’ personal lives – an effort
manifest in his instructions on daily prayer.[29] Hassan Gardezi also agrees that Zia’s version of
Sharia (set of rules derived from the Quran and the Sunnah, or compilation of Prophetic
traditions) was limited to those aspects that extended the coercive apparatus to the individual’s
private domain.[30] These observations give David Taylor reason to believe that Islamisation
under Zia was “concerned only with the husk and not the core of Islam.”[31] Thus even at its
most pervasive, Islam was not implemented in its totality, but only to the extent that it served to
consolidate and sustain political power.
How then does Islam relate to Pakistani politics? Paul Brass draws a distinction between two
ways of viewing Islamic ideology: the instrumentalist approach and the primordial approach. The
instrumentalist approach sees Islamic ideology as a convenient means employed towards
political objectives. The primordialist approach, on the other hand, “stresses the innate
mobilizing and inspiring strength of the appeal of Islamic values and norms.”[32] Mustapha
Kamal Pasha describes the same pair in terms of “official Islam” on one hand, and “popular
Islam” on the other.[33] An instrumentalist reading would suggest that the apparent prominence
of Islamic political parties exaggerates their real popularity. This distortion, according to
Mohammad Waseem, arises as the military makes it possible for religious parties to remain
visible in the public realm, while disallowing other sections of society the same extent of
participation.[34] Agreeing with this analysis, Stephen Cohen believes that the power of religious
parties lies primarily in their underlying state patronage and in their nuisance value.[35] This
view of religious party as spoiler lends credence to the instrumentalist position, as it resolves the
apparent paradox between the visible extent of Islamisation in Pakistani society and the
continued failure of religious parties to perform at the polls.
The literature in turn provides a relatively weaker case against Islam as a purely instrumentalist
force. According to Pasha, an instrumentalist reading overlooks the fact that leaders have often
used religion in response to the religious consciousness of a particular constituency. In Zia’s
case, for instance, he was aware that his policies would appeal to a large section of the petite
bourgeoisie. Pasha believes the entire project of Islamisation to be driven by an element of
duality: Zia’s hypocrisy (supply of religious ideology) was accompanied by the presence of
willing consumers (demand for religious ideology).[36] This position is consistent with Taylor’s
observation that both Pakistan's founder Mohammad Ali Jinnah and Bhutto perceived a general
Islamic consciousness amongst Pakistan’s masses.[37] But what lies behind this consciousness?
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According to Gardezi, groups with an ambiguous position with respect to relations of production
stand to benefit from extending their control over the religious sphere. Thus to the extent that
Pakistan’s rising middle classes have supported Islamic parties and policies, he suggests, they
have done so to bolster their material interests.[38] Pasha explains Islamic consciousness
differently. Capitalist expansion, according to Pasha, yields uneven development. While it causes
some to embrace it fully and westernise, others are willing only to accept its material
components. Disillusioned with its accompanying “cultural haemorrhage,” these latter sections
find solace in Islam.[39] Dalrymple would likely append to this list of theories his belief that
religiosity in Pakistan cannot be divorced from American foreign policy and its impact on South
Asia.[40]
This issue of primordialism is also informed, albeit indirectly, by Andrabi et al.’s aforementioned
study of schooling choice. Amongst households sending a child to a madrassah, Andrabi et al.
find that “less than 25 per cent send all their children to [madrassahs].” Instead, the authors
suggest, “50 per cent send their children to both, madrassahs and public schools, and another 27
per cent use the private school option.”[41] Based on this finding, they conclude that arguments
citing religiosity as a determinant of madrassah enrolment cannot overcome this “substantial
variation within households.”[42] But this preference for mixed schooling options may confirm
little more than Clifford Geertz’s observation that the mosque and the market often coexist.[43] It
could be that by sending one child to a madrassah and the other to a private school, parents retain
their religiosity while simply complementing it with a rational desire to mitigate risk.[44] The
continued symbiosis between instrumentalism and primordialism inevitably makes it difficult to
assign either tendency independent weight as a determinant of developments in Pakistan. That
being said, a closer look at the evolution of madrassahs since the late 1970s suggests that the
machinations of willing patrons have been indispensable in making Pakistan, by some measures,
the most dangerous place on Earth.
Patronage, its Effects and their Persistence
Pakistan’s madrassah landscape provides a good showcase for the continued symbiosis between
instrumentalist and primordial tendencies. In the late 1970s, a number of domestic and
international factors combined to make the madrassah a hot commodity for internal and external
patrons alike.
According to Coulson, “until the late 20th century, it was unusual for a government to harness the
schools of another sovereign nation to achieve its own ends.”[45] All this changed with the onset
of the Iranian Revolution and concurrent American concerns over the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. The Iranian Revolution in 1979 had a tremendous impact on Pakistani madrassahs.
Fearful that Shia ascendance might radiate outward, Sunni states, including Saudi Arabia and
Iraq, sought to curtail Iran’s influence. These geo-strategic concerns coincided with Zia's own
home-grown troubles. As Vali Nasr explains, Pakistani Shias became increasingly disenchanted
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with Zia’s Islamisation policies, which were based on a narrow Sunni interpretation of Islam, and
dismissed by Shias as mere “Sunnification.”[46] Eager to pre-empt an externally-inspired
challenge to his authority, Zia was happy to join hands with his Arab friends. Before long, Nasr
suggests, a “Sunni wall” was built along Pakistan’s border with Afghanistan and Iran.[47] Thus,
Pakistan’s Sunni and Shia madaris became proxies in the larger “battlefield for Arab-Iran
disputes.”[48] Nasr views this external patronage, particularly from Saudi Arabia, as a necessary
stimulus for the proliferation of madrassahs:
In order to have terrorists, in order to have supporters for terrorists, in order to
have people who are willing to interpret religion in violent ways, […] you need
particular interpretations of Islam [that] are being propagated out of schools that
receive organizational and financial funding from Saudi Arabia. In fact, I would
push it further: that these schools would not have existed without Saudi funding.
They would not have proliferated across Pakistan […] without Saudi funding.
They would not have had the kind of prowess that they have without Saudi
funding, and they would not have trained as many people without Saudi funding.
[49]
It is important to note that the madrassahs employed towards these ends were carefully selected.
As one commentator points out, Zia’s administration was unwilling to back just any Sunni
madrassah – “the military government invariably favoured the Deobandis.”[50] Such patterns
may help explain why Barelvis, who make up a majority of the country’s population, run only 25
per cent of its madrassahs while Deobandis, who account for around 15 per cent of the
population, disproportionately operate over 60 per cent of the country’s madrassahs.[51]
Around the time Sunni quarters became watchful of developments in Iran, the US grew
increasingly pre-occupied with the Soviet presence in Afghanistan. Recognising that any
American plan to drive the Soviets out of Kabul required Pakistan’s cooperation, Washington
was eager to bring Zia on board. In 1980, Jimmy Carter sought to entice Zia with an offer of
$400 million over two years. Cognizant of his indispensability, Zia compelled Washington to
revise its meager offer, calling it “peanuts”. The following year, the Reagan administration more
generously offered to supplement its covert funding with a five-year, $3.2 billion package.[52]
Having signed the deal, the US and Pakistan embraced “Operation Cyclone,” to purge
Afghanistan of its Soviet presence. The modus operandi: to promote a jihadi culture and its most
“pliable” vehicles – an army of Mujahideen.[53] In this cause, says Coulson, “American
taxpayers [underwrote] ... the publication of textbooks inciting holy war on Soviet troops.”[54]
USAID invested over $51 million to publish and distribute “textbooks [13 million volumes] that
gave religious sanction to armed struggle in defence of Islam.”[55] These books ensured that
students learned only as much as their (politically dictated) cause demanded of them. A fourthgrade mathematics text informs students that “the speed of a Kalashnikov bullet is 800 meters
per second.” Equipped with this cue, they are then asked to solve the rest of the problem:
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If a Russian is at a distance of 3,200 meters from a mujahid, and that mujahid
aims at the Russian’s head, calculate how many seconds it will take for the bullet
to strike the Russian in the forehead?[56]
The benefit of hindsight prompts Coulson to conclude that “any US strategic gains from funding
militant Islamist education during the 1980s were negligible compared to the long-term harm
wrought by that policy.”[57] When America pulled its money and interest out of Pakistan in the
late 1980s, however, such a proposition seemed ridiculous. Consequently, Pakistani leaders
chose to retain what they considered a high-yielding strategy:
The success of the mujahideen in driving out the Soviets and the Taliban in
capturing the Afghan state created an illusion among a section of the Pakistani
policy-makers that similar success could be achieved in Indian-held Kashmir.[58]
In fact, Pakistani leaders have seen in Islam a potent foreign policy instrument. As Veena
Kukreja points out, the Pakistani establishment has consistently used jihad as a tool to check
India and Afghanistan. In this effort, Pakistan's premier spy agency, Inter-Services Intelligence
(ISI), and political parties under its wing – including the JI – have extended support to militant
outfits in Kashmir.[59] This point speaks to the state’s geo-strategic calculus: weaken India and
undermine disagreeable governments in Afghanistan. According to Oliver Roy, “while US
policy-makers can indeed be credited as the mid-wife of this retrograde band of armed
madrassah students, the Pakistani military and politicians deserve the distinct honour of being
their guardian.“[60] Cohen agrees that the Pakistani army has godfathered many a militant
tendency:
Pakistan’s radical groups are a mixed lot. Some are criminals trying to wrap themselves
in the mantle of divine justice. Some have modest, Pakistan-related objectives. Some are
seized with sectarian hatred. A few are internationalist apocalyptical terrorists in tune
with the al Qaeda philosophy. The rise of all radical groups to prominence, however, can
in large part be attributed to the patronage they have received from the Pakistan army.[61]
There is little indication that such patterns of patronage are history. Recent evidence suggests
that military and non-military leaders continue to tolerate, and even actively support, known
militant groups and their networks of militant madrassahs. As a number of scholars note, it is
likely that Pakistani intelligence officials know which amongst Pakistan’s madrassahs are
militant.[62] Yet, strategic calculations and an incessant quest for political legitimacy keep
Pakistan’s leadership from lifting a finger against religious political parties, militant outfits, or
madrassahs. As a result, Dalrymple points out, “not even one militant madrassah has yet been
closed down.”[63] More worrying still, Maulana Sami-ul Haq, director of the infamous
Madrassah Haqqania, is confident that any official promise to crackdown on radical madrassahs
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“is for American consumption only.”[64] In fact, this madrassah has only been “forced” to shut
down on one occasion – when in 1997 it deployed its entire student body to support a stalled
Taliban offensive across the border.[65]
In September 2003, a number of Southeast Asian students were arrested from Karachi’s Jami’at
al-Dirasat al-Islamiyya. Though “authorities swooped down on [the madrassah’s] Malaysian and
Indonesian students,” they did little to address a more concerning aspect of their visit. On the day
of the arrests, Hafeez Muhammad Saeed, leader of the Jamaat ud Dawa (an organisation known
to be linked, if not synonymous, with the banned Lashkar-e-Taiba), was in attendance as the
chief guest. His presence, however, was blatantly tolerated.[66] More recently, in April 2010,
Rana Sanaullah, Punjab’s law minister, visited a madrassah run by the banned sectarian group
Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan (SSP). He was later seen sharing a car with the madrassah’s leader.[67]
Three months later, the PML-N government in Punjab, headed by Nawaz Sharif’s brother,
Shahbaz Sharif, provided the Jamaat ud Dawa a $950,000 grant for its educational activities.[68]
In July 2010, Wikileaks belatedly revealed documents suggesting that in 2006 Lt-Gen Hamid
Gul (retd) and other ISI operatives visited madrassahs in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in an effort “to
recruit new fodder for suicide bombings.”[69]
As Christopher Blanchard notes, “channels of responsibility between donors and recipients for
curricular development and educational control are often unresolved or unclear.”[70]
Consequently, it becomes difficult to corner either patrons or clients as bearers of greatest
culpability. Nevertheless, in the context of the instrumentalism versus primordialism debate, it is
important to recognise that “traditionally, jihadi texts are not a part of the normal curricula of
[madrassahs].”[71] Though patronage cycles and their ephemeral goals are never long in vogue,
the consequences of such manipulation have proven to be more enduring. “The absence of US
support for [madrassahs] in the 1990s,” says Ali Riaz, “did not bring an end to the proliferation
of madrassahs.”[72] As a 2002 International Crisis Group report suggests, even when patronage
ceases, its propaganda persists “develop[ing] a dynamic independent of its original patrons.”[73]
Left to primordial tendencies alone, however, Pakistan’s madrassahs would likely have evolved
along a different trajectory. This brief account of Pakistan’s history since the late 1970s lends
support to the verdict that instrumentalist tendencies (on the part of internal and external
sponsors) were essential in generating and promoting the more “militant” amongst Pakistani
madrassahs. By itself, the presence of a madrassah is an insufficient condition for terrorism to
occur.
The Madrassah and its Latent Utility to Terrorist Organisations
To understand the relationship between militant madrassahs and terrorism, some scholars suggest
it may be useful to work backwards in the causal mechanism. Rather than treat “terrorism” as a
uniform concept, they disaggregate it into discrete categories, asking how each type relies on
madrassahs differently. The main lesson gleaned from this section of the literature survey is that
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a madrassah’s capacity to contribute to terrorism depends heavily on the type of terrorism in
question.
Qandeel Siddique divides violent extremism in Pakistan into four categories or types of jihad on
the basis of target choice: Type I jihad, representing “global jihad” targeted primarily at the West;
Type II jihad, involving cross-border terrorism executed against India and Afghanistan; Type III
jihad, involving violence directed at Pakistan’s government and security forces; and, Type IV
jihad, representing sectarian violence. Though he discerns “weak to strong bonds” between
madrassahs and type II, III and IV jihad, Siddique suggests that “there is little evidence
supporting a connection between” madrassahs and type I terrorism.[74] This finding reaffirms
Dalrymple’s opinion that “militant [madrassahs] are [...] likely to create more problems for
Pakistan’s internal security than for the safety of Western capitals.”[75] In fact, Bergen and
Pandey contend that with regard to the security of Western interests, the madrassah merely
presents a “scapegoat.”[76] They consider “misguided” a “national security policy focused on
[madrassahs] as a principal source of terrorism.”[77]
Such conclusions build on the assumption that “perpetrating large-scale attacks requires ... a
facility with technology” that “is simply not available at the vast majority of [madrassahs].”[78]
The logic here is that madrassahs fail to supply the human material required to successfully
execute a terrorist attack. In other words, the supply of motivation is unaccompanied by an
equally important supply of capacity. But in their disproportionate focus on “militants who
successfully executed an attack or who were caught in the act,” Bergen and Pandey fail to
consider that the capacity of madrassah graduates to execute type I jihad may only be veiled by a
ready supply of more capable alternatives.[79]
Christine Fair’s work on militant recruitment posits that the low representation of madrassah
students “in the ranks of the observed militants” is likely attributable “to the efforts of tanzeems
[militant groups] to select for quality among their operatives.”[80] “Even if [madrassah] students
are more inclined towards jihad,” says Fair, “a given militant group may not select [madrassah]
students if the group has other, more desirable candidates to recruit.”[81] To understand what
engines such a quality-driven demand for recruits – what makes one recruit more “desirable”
than the other, Fair looks at “the objectives, tactics, theatres, and ‘quality of terror’ produced” for
each particular tanzeem.[82] Thus shifting the unit of analysis from the individual recruit to the
recruiting entity, Fair makes her case by comparing the operations of two Pakistani tanzeems –
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ).
LeT concerns itself primarily with type II jihad, a commitment most evidently displayed through
a host of high-profile anti-India terrorist operations – the 2001 attack on the Red Fort in New
Delhi, the 2006 express train bombings in Mumbai, and the 2008 terrorist assault on Mumbai
commonly known as 26/11. In order to successfully “engage hard targets in demanding high-risk
missions,” LeT inevitably demands that its recruits meet a minimal standard of quality. As Fair
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points out, carrying out “operations deep within India” requires not only that cadres be able to
navigate the “high-altitude Line of Control” separating Pakistan from Indian-administered
Kashmir, but also that they possess the linguistic talent to “carefully evade the extensive Indian
counter-insurgency grid.”[83] Moreover, LeT prefers recruits who are “literate, numerate, and
capable of working out mathematical proportions,” prerequisite skills for competently “building
improvised explosive devices.”[84]
Unlike LeT, LeJ devotes most of its activities to type IV jihad, targeted domestically at sectarian
(in this case Shia) foes. “In general,” says Fair, “LeJ attacks soft or low-value targets and
conducts operations for which opportunity costs of failure are low.”[85] Furthermore, unlike
LeT, LeJ faces few difficulties in “getting to the theatre.”[86] A preference for “low-end tactics
such as grenade tosses” also ensures that LeJ is easily contented with low quality recruits. Thus,
given the “kinds of operations” for which LeT and LeJ are known, one can assess the utility of
the madrassah student for each group. While knowledge of current target preference and
operational sophistication “suggests that few LeT operatives are [madrassah] products,” the
opposite is true for LeJ. In Fair’s assessment, “given LeJ’s sectarian mission, students with some
[madrassah] background may be preferred to those without [madrassah] experience, all things
being equal.”[87]
But Fair recognises that changed conditions and “repurposed” tanzeems are not unheard of.[88]
Consequently, she contends that is problematic to “conclude that madrassahs are exculpated
because their students fail to be accepted by tanzeems under current recruitment conditions.”[89]
Surely, scholars and policymakers are increasingly cognisant of the overlap between different
types of terrorism. According to Ashley Tellis, coordination between tanzeems “through the
entire spectrum of jihadi groups” makes them “much more flexible in their cooperation now than
they ever were historically.”[90] Though Hafeez Mohammad Saeed and the Jamat ud Dawa
(JuD) are primarily associated with type II jihad, evidence suggests that Saeed’s purpose is less
restricted. In 2007, Saeed emphasised the virtues of jihad against the “US and its agents.”[91] He
also harbours an expressed desire to extend the writ of Islam to New Delhi, Tel Aviv, and
Washington.[92] Lending credibility to his rhetoric, the LeT was behind a foiled 2009 plot to
attack the American, British, and Indian embassies in Dhaka.[93] According to Stephen Tankel,
“fighting the West remains a secondary concern for Lashkar, but one to which it has committed
increasing resources during the past several years.”[94] Thus, accompanying Saeed’s primarily
type II jihadist mindset and activities is a proven readiness to contribute to type I jihad. Masood
Azhar is known to be the prime beneficiary of the 1999 hijacking of flight IC 814 (Indian
authorities released him in exchange for all passengers), and as the leader of JeM, a militant
group avowedly committed to type II jihad. Nevertheless, Azhar advocates a jihad that involves
breaking both Indian and American legs.[95] The Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan (SSP) is a sectarian
group best known for its type IV sectarian activity against Pakistan’s Shia minority. Yet, the
organisation’s former leader, Azam Tariq, ardently supported type II jihad in Kashmir, resolving
to send “500,000 militants to Jammu and Kashmir to fight Indian security forces.”[96] The LeJ,
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also a group committed to type IV jihad, has supplemented its anti-Shia activities by sending
suicide terrorists nearer to the Durand Line to fight Pakistani security forces in Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) – a symptom of type III jihad.[97] Thus one does well to heed
Cohen’s advice that “an American policy designed to curb existing terrorism in Pakistan should
deal with all [forms of terrorism].”
More importantly in the context of this paper, all militant groups in Pakistan – LeT and JeM
(primarily tied to type II jihad), SSP and LeJ (at the forefront of anti-Shia type IV jihad), the
Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP, an emergent leader in type III jihad against the Pakistani state),
and more immediately anti-American entities (such as the Haqqani network) – inevitably enjoy
close associations with madrassahs. Though Fair succeeds in explaining why different types of
terrorism (and tanzeems thereto devoted) should rely differently on madrassahs, she does not tell
us why all tanzeems tirelessly continue to promote madrassahs. The persistent proximity between
tanzeems and madrassahs beckons the question: do the aforementioned arguments adequately
consider the full range of functions madrassahs provide to tanzeems and their operations? Do
madrassahs present more than a reserve recruit base? Might they less visibly (though no less
significantly) contribute to the execution of a terrorist attack?
The Madrassah and Its Contributory Roles
The previous section shed light on the diversity of purpose exhibited by Pakistani madrassahs.
But madrassahs can also assume different contributory roles in the build-up and execution of a
particular terrorist event. A few such functions alluded to in the literature include: 1) radicalising
to-be terrorists, 2) providing transit and hospitality to pre-radicalised individuals, and 3)
generating support for terrorism. While supply-side explanations profile the individual militant,
and the tanzeem approach focuses on the needs of a particular militant group, this section treats
the madrassah as its unit of analysis.
Radicalisation
According to Kalsoom Lakhani, the madrassah is able to indoctrinate by severing and replacing
connections with home. A young and malleable child is pulled away from his parents, detached
from his origins, this child finds a new surrogate in the shape of the madrassah. Insulation from
opportunities of critical thought, plus reverence for an acquired parent prompt the child to accept
sermons without question or doubt.[98] This process speaks to the grassroots component of
militant madrassahs. The madrassah radicalises young entrants into aspiring terrorists who
graduate into tanzeems before making a more tangible contribution to terrorism. A number of JI
madrassahs – including Markaz Uloom-e-Deeniya’s Alfalah Academy, Jamiatul Ikhwan, and
Jamia Darul Islam – have adopted this formula by directing students towards martyrdom via
militant outfits like Hizbul Mujahideen.[99] According to Siddique, such collusion between
madarssahs and tanzeems is widespread. When the JeM organised a conference in the Pakistani
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city of Bahawalpur in 2008, he points out, “some madrassah managers to figure prominently” in
the audience included Maulana Sher Bahadur of Darul Uloom Hijra Attock, Mohammad Shah
Saleem of Darul Bannu, and Maulana Qari Khalil Ahmad Bandhani of Jamia Ashrafia Karachi.
[100] Also present (as guest speaker) was Maulana Jalandhry who heads the Wafaq-al Madaris –
the umbrella of Deobandi madrassahs in Pakistan – in addition to his own madrassah (Khair-iMadaris in Multan).[101] The close affiliation of these madrassah managers to an overtly
militant group all but ensures that the students enrolled in their madrassahs are exposed to ideas
that converge with their own. Qari Hussain, a Taliban commander commonly referred to as
“Trainer of Suicide Bombers,” justifies the radicalisation taking place at many madrassahs:
“Children are tools to achieve God’s will. And whatever comes your way, you sacrifice it.”[102]
Thus, treating all children as sacrificial lambs, the militant madrassah is able to radicalise
innocent children towards their own violent ends. But to the extent that a militant madrassah
contributes to terrorism, it does not always constitute a (lone) site of radicalisation.
Transit and hospitality
According to terrorism analyst B. Raman, Western Muslim youth “of Pakistani origin studying in
the [madrassahs] of Pakistan fall into two categories – those who are sent by their parents in
order to dilute the Western cultural influence on them and those who come on their own in order
to contribute to the cause of their religion.”[103] In 2004, 21-year old Shehzad Tanweer, one
amongst the four men who carried out the 2005 London bombings, spent four months in a
madrassah in Lahore.[104] As Bergen and Pandey see it, Tanweer “made a conscious decision to
travel halfway around the globe to attend [a] radical Pakistani [madrassah] after [he] had already
been radicalised in [his] hometown of Leeds in the United Kingdom.”[105] In Raman’s terms,
Tanweer corresponds to that category of individuals who “are already strongly anti-West before
joining the [madrassah].”[106] But why bother to visit a madrassah when the task of
radicalisation is a fait accompli? Unable to do more, suggests Siddique, militant madrassahs
supportive of type I jihad might “allow their [madrassahs] to be used as transit points, brief
visitations or as safe havens.”[107] A madrassah in Rawalpindi served as a transit point to Hamid
Hayat (the teenager from Lodi, California, arrested in 2005 for his affiliation with Al Qaeda)
before directing him towards a jihadi training camp.[108] Similarly, a madrassah in Peshawar
hosted Bryant Neil Vinas “on his way to join Al Qaeda in waging holy war against US
troops.”[109] Insofar as it serves as a transit point, the madrassah thus presents a promising
destination for a small population of pre-radicalised elements with lofty goals but minimal
connections.
Generating support
Radicalisation of the "sacrificial lamb" and hospitality towards the pre-radicalised tourist are
roles reserved for the militant madrassah. With regard to both functions, one can employ binary
terms to qualitatively distinguish Pakistan’s militant from its non-militant madrassahs. Either a
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madrassah deliberately radicalises young boys towards violent ends or it does not. Either a
madrassah is willing to act as a transit point for the budding terrorist or it is not. Insofar as the
generation of support for terrorism goes, however, it is more difficult to locate a clear divisor
between militant and non-militant contributions. Any differences will inevitably be quantitative
in nature. While the capacity of militant madrassahs to generate support for extremism requires
little elaboration, the literature suggests that most Pakistani madrassahs (militant and nonmilitant alike) “sow the seeds of extremism in the minds of […] students.”[110] As mentioned
earlier, Rahman’s survey of attitudes towards extremism and militancy reveals that madrassah
students are more intolerant than students from public and private schools. In addition to their
strong support for militancy against India, sampled madrassah students also exhibit greatest
resistance to equal rights for Hindus, Ahmadis, and women.[111] Dalrymple tells us that while
“only a small proportion of [madrassahs] are militant,” the rest also “tend to be ultraconservative.”[112] Such evidence prompts Fair to conclude that “even if they may not
contribute significantly to the pool of observed militants, Pakistan’s [madrassahs] may foster
support for terrorism within families and communities.”[113] Thus in the marketplace of ideas,
both militant and non-militant madrassahs make quantitatively different contributions towards
the legitimacy and viability of violent groups and their activities.
Conclusion
This article has focused on the literature’s role in illuminating the relationship between militant
madrassahs and terrorism (See Figure 1). In addition to its obvious merits, however, the literature
also exhibits room for further research. The literature effectively employs different units of
analysis: terrorists in supply side studies; militant groups in Fair’s tanzeem approach; and, the
madrassah, or its lead representative, in analyses of the madrassah’s varied roles and functions.
In addition to these approaches, it might be useful to study more closely the larger family to
which madrassahs belong. In other words, as a unit of analysis, one may consider treating as one,
admittedly amorphous, entity the cumulative interactions between madrassahs, tanzeems, and
patrons in search for identifiable patterns. Does this family possess borders? Are they permeable?
What causal mechanisms are at work within such families of interaction? What provisions are
there for sustenance in absence of continued patronage? At present, evidence of the nexus
between madrassahs and militant groups is isolated. The literature tells us that particular patrons
prefer particular madrassahs, and that particular madrassahs associate with particular tanzeems.
But the nature of interaction between these parties remains insufficiently understood.
In its treatment of the madrassah as a variable, the literature commits some level of conceptual
stretching. Clearly, madrassahs serve different roles, to different extents, towards different ends,
and with varying levels and sources of inducement. Yet, most studies are content with the binary
distinction between madrassahs and militant madrassahs. If militant groups constitute a
heterogeneous lot, and scholars accept that terrorism has its sub-types, one can likely do better
than assume homogeneity within the category of militant madrassahs. The same goes for
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Pakistan’s non-militant madrassahs. Rather than sanctify boundaries of categorisation, it might
be useful to employ means of analysis that reflect differentiation within extant categories. As an
elementary example, a madrassah that has “no” role in terrorism could more usefully be
described as one where most students exhibit little, if any, support for the most benign form of
involvement in terrorism – e.g. impersonal sympathy for terrorist groups and their associated
inclinations. Conversely, a madrassah that is heavily involved in the operations of a terrorist
organisation could be described as one where most students manifest a strong desire to engage
personally in the execution of a terrorist attack. The Figure below tries to capture some of the
influences at work.
The changing interests and fluid patterns of patronage influencing Pakistani madrassahs are
better accommodated by a rubric that captures subtlety – future scholarship ought to deepen
current categorisations.
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Trying Al Qaeda: Bringing Terrorists to Justice
by Joshua T. Bell
Abstract
Shortly after the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were attacked, the United States
embarked on a mission to bring those responsible for the terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001
to justice. A tremendous effort ensued to find and capture the individuals who were responsible
or associated with these events. Many of the individuals who were captured have remained
imprisoned for an indefinite amount of time due to the political debate regarding what is the
most appropriate venue to try suspecgts arrested and charged with acts of terrorism. The
choices come down to trial either by a trial by a Military Commission or a U.S. Federal District
Court. There are unique challenges for effective prosecution in both venues. Which venue the
Obama Administration will deem appropriate to try the terrorists captured by the former
administration remains uncertain at this point in time.
Introduction
In the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, the
question of how to punish those responsible and ultimately bring them to justice became the
focus of a heated public debate in the United States. Most would think that it would be an easy
task to convict a suspected terrorist. However, it is actually quite a complex undertaking,
requiring a tremendous amount of political and legal maneuvering as well as forethought if the
United States and the international community wish to be satisfied with the end result – that
justice is done in fair trials.
The world watched with great interest this past spring when U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder
revealed the Department of Justice’s intent to prosecute Khalid Sheik Mohammed (KSM) - the
alleged mastermind of the 9/11 attacks - in U.S. Federal District Court in New York City.
Almost immediately questions began to mount as to whether this was the most appropriate venue
for such a high profile terrorist figure. Among the questions that followed the announcement was
whether or not the Department of Justice and the Attorney General could guarantee that KSM
would not be acquitted of the charges and potentially go free. Attorney General Holder
vehemently concluded that KSM would not be acquitted; however, the nagging possibility
remained that he would be. Shorty thereafter, prominent political figures and law enforcement
personnel throughout New York began to express doubts whether or not KSM’s trial should be
held in New York. The Department of Justice stepped back slightly and the issue remains
unresolved.
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The debate as to how to try extremist detainees comes down to a choice between the only two
realistic possibilities: a trial by a U.S. District Court or by Military Commissions. There have
been further calls for the possibility of holding the trials in an international court of law;
however, given the complexity and lack of political will to do so in the United States, it seems
highly unlikely that such a venue will be chosen. The purpose of this article is to compare and
contrast the two most likely scenarios for future terrorist trials given the presently available data,
to hopefully contribute to a constructive debate.
Military Commissions
Some two months after the attacks, President George W. Bush, issued a Military Order that
authorized the detention and trial by Military Commission of non-U.S. citizens who were
deemed to be members of al-Qaeda, who engaged in international terrorism, or who had
knowingly harbored individuals in either category. [1] The use of Military Commissions is not
without precedent; the Bush Administration reportedly relied heavily on Ex parte Quirin, the
case of Nazi saboteurs who landed from a German submarine on Long Island and Florida in
1942 and were subsequently tried by a Military Commission. [2] President Roosevelt, at the
time, authorized the Military Commission only for saboteurs and spies who had entered the
country on behalf of “…any nation at war with the United States.” [3]
Applying the same principle to the 9/11 attacks is a bit trickier because the laws of war, a subset
of the law of nations, apply only to state actors, not to autonomous terrorist organizations. [4]
The common argument to counter such a claim is that the 9/11 attacks were, in effect, so
provocative an act that they constitute de facto a violation of the laws of war; thus giving the
president valid authority to convene such commissions. [5] According to President Bush’s
military order “it allows the president to subject a non-citizen to trial by military tribunal if he
determines that person is or was a member of Al Qaeda or committed, participated, aided and
abetted, or conspired in any terrorist act, even those unrelated to Al Qaeda’s campaign of terror
against the United States.” [6]
There is no question that the Bush Administration’s basis for the establishment of the
commissions is controversial. However, proponents argue that there are very valid reasons why
trial by Military Commission is a viable option for prosecuting terrorism suspects.
Why Military Commissions Make Sense
With all the prevailing controversy surrounding Military Commissions and their establishment,
there are valid reasons why such a venue would be the proper place to prosecute terrorism
suspects. A Military Commission is ‘portable’, i.e. it can be held anywhere, thereby limiting the
security risks of holding the trials in New York, Washington DC, or other locations. [7] There is
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little doubt in anyone’s mind that such a trial would be quite a spectacle. However, given that a
Military Commission would be held on a military facility, a location already operating under a
strict security posture, the military would be able to provide a level of security virtually
impossible in a civilian setting. [8] As an example, the Presiding Officer in a Military
Commission has the option of keeping the selection and identity of jurors secret, an option
federal judges generally do not have. [9] This certainly is an important consideration in light of
the fact that terrorist groups might well undertake actions to disrupt the proceedings, including
directly targeting jurors.
A secondary reason why Military Commissions are perhaps the best option is the fact that they
are especially proficient venues for prosecution. There is seldom any period of lengthy delay
between a conviction and the decision on sentencing since attorneys for both sides must be
prepared at the outset to proceed through the findings and sentencing phases of the trial. [10]
This ability to move expeditiously through the entire process is critical because of the shear
number of terrorists that would most likely be going through this process. The American public
in general has a very low tolerance for protracted endeavors, especially when it comes to
terrorist trials that stretch into multi-year undertakings.
A third reason why Military Commissions present such an attractive proposition is the way that
they are able to deal with classified material and sources. Terrorism is founded on the notion of
secrecy and as a result, the ability to counter it also relies heavily on classified collection
methods and sources. This presents a problem when it comes to presenting certain incriminating
materials in the course of the trial of a terrorist. Divulging classified collection methods and
sources might present a tremendous threat to national security if that information were to be
made public - either intentionally or through negligence. This is why Military Commissions are
important, because the members of the jury in a Military Commission are all military personnel
who are exposed to classified material on a regular basis and are familiar with procedures for its
handling. The same cannot be said for the jury pool in most federal district courts. [11] As one
legal commentator remarked: “Release of such information may also discourage essential
cooperation from foreign intelligence services that are sympathetic to the country’s antiterrorism efforts yet unwilling to have their assistance revealed.” [12] Given the United States’
often contentious footing with the international community regarding its conduct in foreign
policy, it is critical that every effort is made to maintain positive relations with those nations and
their respective intelligence services. Losing that support inevitably damages the United
States’ ability to continue to wage war on terrorism.
Lastly, Military Commissions are a viable option because of the great level of control over the
process. As noted by Jennifer Elsea, the “….President may set the rules of procedure and
evidence for Military Commissions and need only apply the principles of law and the rules of
evidence generally recognized in the trial of criminal cases in the United States district court
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where he considers it practical to do so.” [13] Such controls would be valuable given the overall
complexity of the process. However, this level of control is also a major reason why the Military
Commission option has proven so controversial.
Why Military Commissions May Not Make Sense
Almost immediately following the Bush Administration’s announcement that it intended to try
terrorism suspects via Military Commissions, concerns began to surface as to whether or not this
was the correct venue to do so. Critics focused on several key issues that make the Military
Commission option so contentious. As previously mentioned, the Military Commissions option
affords the President a great deal of flexibility in setting forth the procedural rules. However,
critics argue that if these commissions are going to be accepted as both valid and fair, then it is
vitally important that those procedures not appear to unfairly “stack the deck” against the
defendant. Even the mere impression of such a partiality would raise the specter of a “kangaroo
court” with a predetermined outcome, the results of which would be disastrous to standing of the
United States in the eyes of the outside world.
Another common critique of the Military Commission system is that they are not truly
independent bodies. Harold Hongju Koh narrows the issue down more specifically in that:
“The President directs his subordinates to create Military Commissions, to determine who
shall be tried before them, and to choose the finders of fact, law and guilt. Furthermore,
commissioners are not independent judges, but usually military officers who are ultimately
answerable to the Secretary of Defense and the President, who prosecute the cases.” [14]
Koh’s analysis further highlights the problems in presenting the Military Commission system as
a fair and unbiased entity that is capable of rendering decisions that are palatable for all those
concerned.
A third critique of the Military Commission system revolves around the controversy of the U.S.
Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and the rights of those detained there. When the Bush
Administration established Military Commissions, the intention was to provide a forum whereby
“enemy combatants” suspected of violating the Presidential Order would be detained,
interrogated and tried. [15] The designation as an “enemy combatant” has subsequently allowed
the U.S. to hold individuals in a “prisoner of war” status, which - according to applicable
military statutes - allows the government to hold them until the cessation of hostilities. The lack
of a foreseeable, agreed upon end to the conflict with Al-Qaeda directly affects the detainee’s
present and future status, since those detained will not be released in the foreseeable future. [16]
The murkiness of the “enemy combatant” label, whether corrected in subsequent legislation or
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not, has tainted the credibility of the Military Commission system and any eventual outcome will
be met with a considerable level of skepticism.
U.S. District Courts
After Military Commissions, the other most logical option for bringing terrorism suspects to
justice is through the U.S. Federal District Court system. The system is comprised of 11 circuits,
which are further broken into 94 federal judicial districts. Like Military Commissions, the
Federal District Court system has its proponents and opponents. Both feel strongly about using
the system for trying terrorism cases. As above with the Military Commissions, I will briefly
examine the pros and cons of why this system may or may not be best suited to deliver the
justice sought in these terrorist cases.
The Case for U.S. District Courts
Among the most prominent reasons why district courts are the best avenue for terrorist
prosecution is that it is a well-established system with a long track record of clear procedures
and oversight. More specifically, the foundations of the district Court system were established by
the country’s founding fathers; these have essentially gone through a very rigorous vetting
process and have been continually refined over the years.
The success of the district Courts has been well documented; several trials of individuals
associated with the Al Qaeda network have already taken place in U.S. federal courts in
connection with the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and the 1998 U.S. embassy bombings in
Kenya and Tanzania. Convictions have been rendered in all of these trials, which produced
significant evidence implicating Al Qaeda and Osama bin Laden in terrorist crimes. [17] In May
2008, James Benjamin and Richard Zabel released a white paper titled In Pursuit of Justice:
Prosecuting Terrorism Cases in the Federal Courts, in which they reported about a
comprehensive review of more than one hundred and twenty actual terrorism prosecutions dating
back to the 1980s. One the basis of an analysis of their data collection they concluded that the
federal system was well equipped to handle the prosecution of terrorism cases. A subsequent
2009 update to the report provided further supporting evidence:
Statistical highlights included a 91.1% conviction rate for terrorism cases commenced
after 9/11 and sentencing data showing that 89% of convicted terrorism defendants since
9/11 have been sentenced to imprisonment, including eleven life sentences and an
average sentence of 100.98 months.[18]
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The ability to sustain such a high success rate will inevitably present a much stronger case for
continuing to utilize the District Court system to prosecute future terrorism cases - a success rate
that the Military Commission system cannot claim for itself.
A federal criminal trial would also be a more prudent tool because it would guarantee the
defendant due process rights that might not exist in a venue outside the United States. [19] Such
due process rights help to ensure that a fair trial can take place under considerable public and
international scrutiny. The U.S. Constitution guarantees such due process rights and any
deviation from those rights would have to pass the examination of the Supreme Court before
changes are made. Adhering to such rights would demonstrate to the world that the United States
takes its obligations under international anti-terrorism conventions and protocols seriously. [20]
Another reason in favor of the Federal District Court system is due to its track record of fairness
and impartiality. As a result, the court system would most likely have better success in obtaining
the cooperation of foreign authorities in matters relating to the extradition of suspects, or in
obtaining witnesses or evidence. [21] The international controversy surrounding the detentions at
Guantanamo Bay and the use of Military Commissions has made other countries increasingly
reluctant to be party to a venue with such negative connotations. The Federal District Court
system has shown to the international community through past prosecutions of international
criminals that justice can be delivered in a fair and impartial way.
A common complaint of the U.S. District Court system is its inability to protect classified
information. However, the courts have decades of experience in dealing with confidential
materials. Most notably, the Classified Information Procedures Act (CIPA) allows courts to filter
out any classified information that is not strictly necessary to the resolution of the disputed
issues in the case. [22]CIPA has further proven to be a successful instrument for enabling
prosecutions that involve national security information to proceed in a manner that is both fair to
the defendant and protective of the sensitive national security intelligence information. [23] The
use of U.S. District Court is, however, not without its own challenges and these cannot be
dismissed from consideration when examining which is the best venue.
The Case against U.S. District Courts
The manner in which many of the terrorism suspects were taken into custody and their
subsequent interrogations might dissuade someone from being in favor of choosing the U.S.
District Court as the most appropriate venue. There may be difficulties translating what may
have originally been obtained as intelligence information (which is often based upon rumors and
hearsay) into evidence that would be admissible in court. The United States court system enables
constitutionally mandated safeguards that ensure a defendant’s rights. As a result, terrorism
suspects must be afforded those protections to the same extent as to any other defendant in a
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criminal trial. There is, however, apprehension that individuals such as KSM might stand the
chance of being found not guilty and potentially set free - a result that would likely produce a
tremendous backlash from the American public.
In an October 2009, in a Wall Street Journal article, former U.S. Attorney General Michael
Mukasey highlighted some additional challenges in trying terrorism suspects in a U.S. District
Court. He specifically refered to the 1995 prosecution of Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman (a.k.a. the
Blind Sheik) as an example of potential difficulties. Specifically, he stated that in this instance,
the government was required to disclose the identity of all known conspirators, regardless of
whether they were charged as defendants. [24] As Mukasey goes on to point out, one of those
co-conspirators was Osama bin Laden; the subsequent release of that information would have
alerted him of the U.S. interest in his activities and those of some of his colleagues. [25]
Mukasey also highlighted in the article his concern over public testimony in the court. He related
that under diligent questioning by a defense counsel,
They could elicit evidence about means and methods of evidence collection that have
nothing to do with the underlying issues in the case, but which can be used to press
government witnesses to either disclose information they would prefer to keep
confidential or make it appear that they are concealing facts.” [26].

The proper safeguarding of intelligence collection sources and methods is of paramount concern
given the United States’ difficulty in cultivating valuable intelligence sources within various
terrorist networks. Even the slightest possibility that such sources would be compromised
certainly gives pause for concern.
Among the other issues that give pause for concern are those surrounding the security that would
potentially be required to safeguard the court procedings. It is not just the physical security of
the building and surrounding area but also the potential safety concerns surrounding the judge
and jurors. There would be the distinct possibility that those individuals would be at risk of
future attack by terrorist organizations or individuals. The resulting requirements for their safety
would be daunting to an already overburdened criminal justice system. There is no disputing that
the local, state and federal law enforcement agencies would be quite capable of pulling it off.
However, the strain it would place on their resources would be extreme. Certainly in terms of
manpower, the military would have the edge in its ability to provide adequate protection for an
extended period of time at a fraction of the costs.
The U.S. District Court system has so far been very successful in prosecuting terrorism suspects;
however, their true test would be the trial of individuals such as KSM and other top al Qaeda
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leadership. One issue that has not been discussed here – and which would merit a separate
discussion – is the problem of evidence allegedly obtained from suspects by means of torture.
Especially civilian courts might find this issue hard to deal with.
Conclusion
In the end, only time and hindsight will tell which venue is the most appropriate to try terrorism
suspects. The Obama Administration intends to try its first subject before a Military Commission
in the near future and that trial of Omar Khadr, a now 23 year old man, captured at the age of 15
in Afghanistan and held at Guantanamo Bay for the past 8 years, will be an interesting test case
in which the international community will surely be watching as this case involves a child
soldier and prosecuting children for serious crimes is controversial. [27] Yet the U.S.
government cannot afford to falter in the eyes of the American public and its foreign allies and
all those whose support it needs to continue the fight against terrorism. It is important that the
country adheres to its founding principles and does not compromise its ideals in the pursuit of
justice. Whichever venue is chosen, no one can dispute that the United States must ultimately
succeed in bringing justice upon those who brought such harm to this country.
The stage is set for a historic series of events to unfold, the ramifications of which will likely be
felt for years to come. The importance of these trials is unprecedented as they also represent the
voices of the victims of 9/11 and their families. As a nation, we cannot afford to fail them.
About the author: Joshua T. Bell is a Special Agent with the United States Naval Criminal
Investigative Service (NCIS) in Washington, D.C. The opinions expressed in this article are those
of the author and do not represent any entity of the Department of Defense or other U.S.
government agency.
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Letter to the Editor
by David Yerushalmi
I just read the article “Using the Qur’an to Justify Terrorist Violence: Analysing Selective
Application of the Qur’an in English-Language Militant Islamist Discourse,” by Donald
Holbrook (http://www.terrorismanalysts.com/pt/index.php?
option=com_rokzine&view=article&id=117&Itemid=54).
The article is based on a grievous misconception about how the Quran is applied to Islamic
normative dictates and the translation of these dictates to praxis. The author appears to be guided
by the principle that if he can show that Al -Qaeda and its offshoots don’t follow the Quranic
verses of war literally, the counter-narrative propaganda effort can show these so-called jihadists
to be “dishonest and hypocritical” - the author’s words - and discredit them among the
population of potential recruits and of supporters.
The entire article is a self-selection of war-like verses quoted by al Qaeda types and an effort by
the author to show how these quotes have been abused.
Unfortunately, the author appears to have no understanding of how a juridical religion like Islam
(akin to Judaism) applies Scriptural text through the filter of theological jurisprudence to arrive
at legal and normative mandates for behaviour. Thus, not once in the article does the author
reference or even suggest the role of usul al fiqh—the accepted science of jurisprudence of
Sharia. Specifically, he treats the verses of the Quran as if their meaning for praxis or normative
instructions on how a Muslim engages the infidel is somehow self-evident. This is of course
absurd. Scripture in and of itself is absolutely meaningless and can be interpreted in as many
ways as there are followers who wish to self-interpret.
What matters in juridical religions like Judaism and Islam is not the apparent meaning of the
verses (like: “an eye for an eye”), but the meaning as required by the law - in Judaism: Halacha;
in Islam: Sharia. A specific example of the author’s wholesale failure to understand the
distinction between dogma, Scriptural exegesis, and praxis in juridical religions is the typical
retreat to “Old Testament” violence. He writes:
“Fragmented elements endorsing violence are not unique to the Qur’an of course.
Sections of the Bible and the Old Testament in particular, for example, contain vivid
descriptions of bloodshed celebrated for its divine purpose. For instance, the Old
Testament displays scant tolerance for ‘idolaters’, e.g. in sections of Deuteronomy
where believers are commanded to: ‘pull down their altars, break their sacred pillars,
hack down their sacred poles and destroy their idols by fire’ (7:5-6). Similar
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condemnation of idolatry in the Qur’an forms the foundation of one of the more
popular verses used to justify violence: At-Taubah (9): 5 (‘the verse of the sword’, see
below). Numerous other commands and accounts of the Old Testament similarly
glorify and legitimise violence.[11] ‘Islamic activism is not’, as Quintan Wiktorowicz
reminds us, ‘sui generis.’”
Footnote 11 is a long list of Scriptural examples of the Old Testament’s violent bent:
[ 11] The Book of Joshua, for instance, describes how, acting on the commands of
Moses whose orders in turn were passed down from God, Joshua’s conquest took
prisoner the kings of the enemies and ‘struck them down and put them to
death’ (20:18) since ‘they should be annihilated without mercy and utterly destroyed,
as the LORD had commanded Moses’ (20:20). Consider also the ruthlessness of war as
explained in God’s laws delivered by Moses (in Deuteronomy), e.g.: When you
advance on a city to attack it, make an offer of peace. If the city accepts the offer and
opens its gates to you then all the people in it shall be put to forced labour and shall
serve you. If it does not make peace with you but offers battle, you shall besiege it, and
the LORD your God will deliver it into your hands. You shall put all its males to the
sword, but you may take the women, the dependants, and the cattle for yourselves, and
plunder everything else in the city’ (20:10-14) and ‘In the cities of these nations whose
land the LORD your God is giving you as a patrimony, you shall not leave any creature
alive’ (20:20:16) (The New English Bible: The Old Testament Oxford University Press,
Cambridge University Press. 1970).
For better or for worse, no observant or “Orthodox” Jew who takes the Torah seriously would
read the Book of Joshua as a normative mandate for conducting war. From the time of the
Mishna, through the Talmud, and including the “poskim of the achronim” (the contemporary
Jewish legal scholars), the Book of Joshua (as with all of the “Old Testament”) has never been
understood legally to be the manual on how to fight wars. While some of these Scriptural verses
are cited by the legal scholars of old and new to arrive at a jurisprudentially sound halachic
decision, the verses themselves are patently meaningless without the Talmudic jurisprudence as a
filter.
This is just as true for the Quran and for the Hadith of the Sunna, which make up the
foundational canon of usul al-fiqh - Sharia’s own jurisprudence. To read the verses of the Quran
and to argue that al Qaeda has misunderstood them is utterly irrelevant if not trite. The question
is whether al Qaeda has interpreted those verses as a matter of law - Sharia - in accord or not
with the ijma or consensus rulings of the leading ulema - whether of the Salaf type or one of the
specific maddhahib.
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This article demonstrates nothing more than a fundamental misunderstanding of the enemy threat
doctrine.

David Yerushalmi
Washington, DC
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Response to David Yerushalmi
by Donald Holbrook
The writer of this ‘Letter to the Editor’ misses the point of my article entirely. As was clearly
stated, the article did not intend to dissect the Quran itself (or any other religious texts for that
matter) nor did it intent to assess the merit of jurisprudential and related debates and their
application to real life. The focus was on ideological use of the textual material to glorify
violence and propaganda.
It is a fact that radical websites, publishing networks and related media are increasingly popular
and growing in number. These channels – rather than scholarly jurisprudence - act as filters.
Jihadist ideologues use Scriptural passages to design a package of argumentation, mixing
grievances and isolated elements from religious debates to concoct a narrative designed to
generate further support for militant Islamism. Many of the key propagandists and actors
involved have no particular training in religious and jurisprudential argumentation traditions.
The article I wrote focuses on these mainly web-based filters and the ideologues’ efforts to
translate the militant narrative into English with particular attention to influence a potentially
receptive audience in the UK. The fact that the Qur’an is quoted out of context in these texts is
recognized, including in sources quoted in the article. However, David Yerushalmi, the writer of
this ‘Letter to the Editor’ appears more concerned with de-linking and defusing possible parallels
between Islamic texts and passages from the Old Testament than with the uses and abuses of
Quranic verses by salafi jihadists and their ideological followers.
Donald Holbrook
St. Andrews
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Book Review
Camille Tawil. Brothers in Arms: The Story of Al-Qa‘ida and the Arab Jihadists
London: Saqi, 2010. Translated by Robin Bray. 208 pp. £14.99/ $18.95. ISBN:
9780863564802 (pbk).
Reviewed by Richard Phelps
The story of Osama bin Laden's life is well known, yet a narrow focus on his own itinerary and
that of his followers too often overlooks a wider a trend among Islamist militants during the
1990s. Al-Qa‘ida’s history is inseparable from its associates, argues Camille Tawil. His book
rightly places the group in a wider context of Islamist militancy in the wake of the Soviet defeat
in Afghanistan. Al-Qa'ida was not the only post-Afghan group to emerge and in this fascinating
account Tawil recounts the histories of its Algerian, Egyptian, and Libyan Brothers in Arms. It is
essential reading for anyone wishing to understand the wider revolutionary generation of which
al-Qaeda is part.
Tawil is well-placed to do so. For decades, this Lebanese journalist has reported from London on
the activities of North African Islamist groups in the Arabic newspaper al-Hayat. Throughout the
'Londonistan' era, Tawil gained the trust of, and access to, many insider sources completely
unattainable to most Western journalists. It clearly payed off; his book traces the groups of Arab
volunteers who had fought in Afghanistan as they coalesced into militant groups dedicated to
continuing their struggle and overthrowing the authoritarian Arab regimes that many of their
members had earlier had to flee from. Tawil hops nimbly between the Egyptian, Libyan and
Algerian experiences of the jihad and allows his interviewees to do much of the talking.
Algeria during the 1990s in many ways offered a template that the conflict in Iraq came to echo
in the 2000s. Many Muslims were outraged by the incumbent military regime’s cancellation of
elections that had seen it trounced by its Islamist opposition in the first round and before that at
the municipal level. As rioting and repression led to a chaotic insurgency, the scale of butchery
and massacres came to repulse the bulk of those who had initially been sympathetic to the
violence. Tawil details the ins and outs of the Algerian struggle from the perspective of the
militants and highlights the fratricidal spats between the different Islamist militants and factions.
The Libyan experience of Islamism is the least well known. Not only is Libya an understudied
state; the bulk of attention has previously focused on Colonel Gaddafi as an Islamist and a
dissenter, rather than the target of Islamist dissent. For the first time here, Tawil outlines the
history of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG): from Afghanistan, to Sudan, to Libya and
London and finally back to Afghanistan. Its uprising was crushed, and its attempts to kill
Gaddafi failed, and the group continued to limp on in exile.
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Tawil’s focus in all three case studies is on the violent end of the Islamist spectrum, but his
account does not suffer for it. The Egyptian and Algerian jihads have both been examined on
their own terms previously, but Tawil places both conflicts in a wider context of uprising. In a
number of places the book revises the familiar history of international Islamist militancy, many
of which will surprise the less-immersed. By far its strongest feature is the level of detail Tawil
is able to bring from the accounts of militants themselves. Shedding light on this revolutionary
generation, in one passage he cites a seasoned former Libyan militant who tells of another
Libyan who was travelling on a false Tunisian passport but awkwardly forgot the name that was
written on it when he was stopped and questioned by a Sudanese policeman (p.94).
Brothers in Arms is a much-condensed and updated translated version of Tawil’s Arabic book AlQa‘ida and its Sisters. Though much detail has been lost in the cuts from the original, this book
nevertheless remains a hugely valuable source for the level of detail it brings from those who
experienced the events described. However, its’ closing chapter on the jihad in Iraq, Saudi
Arabia, and the Maghreb post-9/11 is too cursory, and examines neither context in sufficient
depth to do them justice. Like most revolutionaries, the militants Tawil describes did not gain
power. An interesting postscript though, is in the book’s final pages where he charts several of
the groups’ recantations and reconciliations with the ruling regimes. Wisely though, he ends on a
cautionary note, since the power structures that such groups sought to uproot remain firmly
entrenched.
Richard Phelps is a Research Fellow at the Quilliam Foundation (London). He focuses on the
history and development of Islamist dissent in the Arabic world.
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Selected Literature on Human Rights and Terrorism
Monographs, Edited Volumes, Grey Literature and Prime Articles published since
2001, selected by Eric Price (Professional Information Specialist)
NB: some of the items listed below are clickable and allow access to the full text; those with an
asterix [*] only have a clickable table of contents
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